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Rowland Looks To Connecticut's Future




John Rowland came to speak in
Boyer Auditorium. The event
was sponsored by the Phi Kappa
Educational Foundation of Al-
pha Delta Phi/the Pan African
Alliance and Delta Delta Delta.
The dialogue opened with
a poetry reading by Thalia Selz
in memory to Anne Gushee, who
passed away on November 6th.
Ms. Gushee worked in the Cal-
endar Office for many years, and
recently left Trinity after a long
bout with cancer. According to
Laird Mortimer '57, "she was a
good friend to the community."
He also attested much of the
success of last year's Phi Kappa
Lecture to her.
Governor Rowland has an
impressive political track record.
As stated in the lecture flier,
"John Rowland is the youngest
person ever elected to the state's
highest office. He entered the
Connecticut Legislature in 1980,
where he proposed legislation
system. In 1984 Rowland was
elected to the U.S. Congress,
where he served on the House
Armed Services Committee and
other committees involved in
narcotics control. He received
the "Watchdog of the Treasury"
award for his efforts against
unnecessary government
spending. The Wall Street Jour-
nal recognized Rowland as "One
of the nation's top ten emerging
government leaders."'
The Governor arrived half
an hour late due to the legisla-
ture being in session. While his
lecture was entitled "The Three
Greatest Surprises In My First
Year As Governor," Mr.
Rowland focused much of his
discussion on current issues for
the legislation.
Topics included the Bridge-
port casino, which was vetoed
in legislation on Friday, cultural
improvements in Connecticut
cities and the corresponding eco-
nomic growth.
The governor opened by
joking he feared that nobody
would notice the government
shutdown. "We're (the local
state senators) going down to
Washington to take it over," he
quipped," Anyone care to join
us?" The humor was well re-
ceived, and the Governor began
to discuss Connecticut's eco-
nomic problems.
"Connecticut has the high-
est • -per "'capita"1-" in"1 "the*
country...(but) according to a
recent statistic, four of the fast-
est fled cities are in Connecticut.
I'm not sure why that is." Those
four cities are Hartford, Water-
bury, Bridgeport and New Ha-
ven. Mr. Rowland praised
Trinity's leadership in Hartford
for getting government loans for
home-owners and sponsoring
cultural centers.
One of the cornerstones of
Mr. Rowland's dialogue was the
infusion of the arts into urban
life. "[If you bring in culture],
people will start to open up cof-
fee shops and book stores and
other small businesses."
The Governor pointed to
nearby major metropolitan ar-
eas and their success with the
arts, most notably New York.
He went on to discuss the bud-
get for the arts in Connecticut.
"The Federal Government has
cut funding for the arts. At the
state level we have doubled the
budget for the arts."
The Governor then fielded
the question of the Bridgeport
Casino with a question of his
own. "How many people here
have been to Bridgeport?...How
many people want to go back."
Not many hands in the audi-
ence wentback up. "Bridgeport
is a tough problem. We have an
urban area where people don't
want to stay. The Casino would
bring about 10,000 jobs to the
the audience asked the Gover-
nor why people were leaving
Hartford in droves.
She was also adamant that
the Governor start producing
jobs for the residents of Hart-
ford who are on welfare. "We
don'tgiveoutthejobs/'theGov-
contimied on page 5
Governor John Rowland, pictured here, spoke to a
crowded Boyer auditorium last week about many of the
Cardena Adds
Federal Lawsuit
Preview Weekend A Success




high school seniors and candi-
dates for Trinity College's class
of 2000 arrived for the annual
Preview Weekend which cel-
ebrated its tenth anniversary this
year.
This program for minority
students from locations as close
as West Hartford, Connecticut
and as far as Washington is one
which gives the prospectives an
idea of what life at Trinity Col-
lege is like.
Preview Weekendbegan on
Thursday evening when the
prospectives arrived, checked
in, and met their hosts, who were
representative of each class at
Trinity. In order to create a re-
laxing atmosphere, the candi-
dates and their hosts enjoyed a
pizza dinner in the Washington
Room and mingled.
Following their dinner, the
prospectives attended an orien-
tation so that they could learn
more about the college and what
it has to offer them. Their Thurs-




classes with their hosts or vis-
ited other classes that interested
them. For most, this was their
first experience in college aca-
demics. Other activities in-
cluded tours of the campus, in-
terviews with students and staff
of the Admissions Office, and
financial aid sessions.
According to Rachel
Walden, '96, the interviewed
students were "bright, moti-
vated, involved and qualified
young women and men who
are excellent potential candi-
dates for Trinity College."
In the early afternoon,
President Evan Dobelle, Chris-
topher Small, Vice President for
Enrollment Management, and
Michael Pina, Assistant Direc-
tor of Admission and Coordi-
nator of Minority Recruitment,
spoke at a luncheon for the can-
didates.
President Dobelle spoke
about the initiatives and diver-
sity of Trinity College, He also
emphasized that students take
this weekend as an opportunity
to take advantage of all that Trin-
ity has to offer in education.
Following their dinner,
more than fifty of the
prospectives attended an alumni
panel which consisted of previ-
ous students relating their ex-
periences at the college and af-
ter graduation. Their evening
concluded with a taste of
Trinity's social life.
There was a large turnout
at the semi-formal, "The Cotton
Club," where students mingled
and danced their evening away.
On Saturday, a majority of
the students departed for home.
Those with Sunday flights were
able to experience one more day
in the life of a student at the
college. In the eyes of the a past
Trinity prospective and a host,
Rachel Walden, '96, "This (Pre-
view) was the best weekend
since 1992. There was much
participation in the events by
both the prospectives and their
hosts."
According to one prospec-
tive, a native of East St. Louis,
Illinois, Esther Thomas, Preview
Weekend "was an enjoyable
experience . . . I wish that other
schools had similar programs."
In addition to this, she com-
mented that "it(Preview Week-
end) gives a good idea of what
Trinity College is about."
Overall, the weekend was a
success. As the t-shirts of
prospectives noted, "The flutter
of .butterfly wings in Africa
might spawn a blizzard in Con-
necticut." Due to the large turn-
out of student candidates this





Etzel Cardena, who raised a six
count lawsuit in State court
against the college, has added a
Federal discrimination suit to
his litigation. The psychology
professor claims that Trinity ter-
minated his services at the col-
lege because of his ethnicity. Dr.
Cardena supports his claim by
pointing out other professors of
hispanic ethnicity who were ter-
minated lastyear. Some of these
professors had been on tenure.
track.
The state suit, reported in
the Tripod last year, includes
breech of contract, violation of
free speech, defamation inflic-
tion of emotional distress, inter-
ference with contract relations
and wrongful termination. This
suit names members of the psy-
chology department as the de-
fendants in the case.
The plaintiff substantiates
these counts by pointing to the
findings of the Academic Free-
dom and Grievance Committee,
which state that his academic
freedom was violated in several
particulars. Dr. Cardena was the
recipient of the American Psy-
chological Association's Minor-
ity Fellowship during his gradu-
ate training. He was awarded




Men's Basketball Wins Opener
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Whose Community is This?
HEN GovERNORRowLANDcame to speak at Trinity, students flooded
Boyer Auditorium to ask questions and voice their concerns.
When a woman from a local activist group cornered the Governor's
attention with questions about welfare reform, students were
tense, embarrassed and angry. Granted, the woman was disruptive,
abrasive and rude, but she was voicing a very legitimate concern.
Whether or not the woman was fed questions, as the Governor noted,
was not as important as the questions themselves. "Why don't you give us
jobs today?" "Why do I see people leaving Hartford every day?"
Trinity College considers itself a member of the surrounding commu-
nity. The college goes further by calling itself a community leader. Is it not
fitting then that as Trinity students we bother to address the concerns of the
community we live in? Yes, the woman could have presented herself more
calmly. Yes, her concerns are different from those of the Trinity College
student body as a whole. Her problems, however, are just as important as
anyone who lives within these gates.
Hartford is plagued with an unemployment problem. Governor
Rowland listed Hartford among one of the ten "fastest fled" cities in the
country. The poverty stricken make up a good percentage of the surround-
ing population. Those who can leave probably will. Those who cannot are
stuck. Should we not make it our duty to use our status as a community
leader to help the community?
Trinity administration has begun to seek out government funding for
homeowner loans. The theory is that if people own the buildings in the
community, the neighborhoods will improve. For those who cannot find
work, or those who see welfare as the only option, these loans will pass them
by. The result is people like the woman in Boyer Auditorium. They are
upset and angry; above all they are tired of being ignored.
Imagine being trapped in a system where welfare is more attractive
than most available jobs. Imagine trying to enlist the help of your represen-
tatives to improve your life and being ignored. That would describe the life
of many of the residents in our neighborhood.
We have reached a point where we can no longer ignore those who
surround us. If we are to boast the city of Hartford as our greatest asset, we
must be willing to come face to face with everyone who lives here. We are
merely visitors, but they will still be struggling after we leave. Who has a
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Graduate Pleas To Keep West
Letter To President Dobelle
Dear President Dobelle,
The reason I write is from concern
about the possible loss of one of Trinity's
outs tending History professors. Jay West.
I happened to be back on campus last
week for a Trinity wedding. I looked for
Jay in Seabury, only to find out that he
was on leave this academic year.
I heard from some other professors
that we have a significant chance of los-
ing him to Middlebury College.. I also
understand thatheapparantlyimpressed
you during the relatively brief time you
were both at Trinity.
I want you to know how
impressed I too was (and
am) with Jay West after
having taken several of his
courses.
I want you to know how impressed
I too was (and am) with Jay West after
having taken several of his courses. Jay
was and continues to be an intellectual
inspriation to myself, my sister, Sarah
Shapiro '84, and, as I discovered at the
wedding, several of my Trinity class-
mates. All of us are extremely concerned
about losing this talented teacher.
I understand that much of the
posibility of losing Jay has to do with
spousal unity, and that it may be impos-
sible for you to do anything about bring-
ing Jay's spouse (a Trinity alumna, I un-
derstand) back to Trinity with Jay. But I
would like to urge you to make Jay the
kind of offer "he can't refuse."
I don't know whether that involves
more money or some kind of promotion,
but I think we should do whatever it
takes to getWmback. ToputmymoneV
where my mouth is, I pledge to double
my annual gift to Trinity if we get him
back. I will also write Jay directly to
remind him how important he is to the
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Letter To Professor West
Dear Professor West,
Although I wholeheartedly support
your reunion with your wife, I want you
to know how disappointed I was to learn
that Trinity might lose you. My sister
Sarah Shapiro '84, and several of my
Trinity classmates, feel the same way I
do. You're probably too modest to know
it, but you were and continue to be a
continual inspiration to all of us.
Hardly a week goes by without my
somehow being reminded of your wis-
dom (I'm still waiting for those truck
drivers to rise up as "the shock troops of
the new order," and though the time was
finally upon us during that Teamsters
strike a few years ago!), or even the for-
eign words you loved to emphasize, like
gemeeinschaft and gesellschaft, einheit
oderfreiheit, khitrost,blagochestvie, etc.
All of us are extremely concerned about
Trinity losing such a talented teacher,
and one thathad such a profound impact
on our lives, even - as in my case -15-20
years after we had you as a professor.
I have taken the liberty of writing to
President Dobelle askinghim to do what-
ever it takes to get you back from
Middlebury after this academic year. I've
also pledged to double my relatively
modest annual gift to Trinity if you re-
turn. I'm sure your wife would make as
wonderful a Trinity professor as she did
a Harvard and Middlebury one. I also
understand that her alma mater may be
beyond the President's or any other one
person's control. But I would be willing
to support whatever it takes to get her
back here if it gets you back with her.
I suppose future classes of Trinity
students might not know what they're
missing if you don't return, but I will.
Sarah will. Peter Hill (a Pi Gamma Mu
who took your Russian History class with
')Wffif A } t f e l f R 8 W f l t " S S
please don't plant your roots too deeply
at Middlebury, and seriously consider
returning to the school at which you
taught for almost 25 years, and which
truly needs you to help maintain its stan-
dard of excellence.
Sincerely,




Please Note: The Tripod is published
every Tuesday while classes are in ses-
sion. Letters to The Tripod must be
received by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday
preceding publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a par-
ticular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be printed, al-
though names may be withheld if so
requested after a signature. The Trinity
Tripod will not publish any letters
deemed by the editors to be an attack
on an individual's character or person-
ality.
All letters are the sole responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or opinions of The
Tripod. The editors of The Tripod re-
serve the right to edit all letters for
clarity and brevity.
Letters may be submitted to via;
• campus mail: Box 702582
• e-mail: Tripod@trincoll.edu
• network: Docex server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
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SGA Senators Dissatisfied With Impeachment Outcome
NardelH Explains Resignation Hearing Was Too Personal
To the Editor:
I had no real intention of writing a
follow up letter to my notice of resigna-
tion which appeared in last week's Tri-
pod. However, due to the barrage of
inquiry concerning the issue, I felt it may
be useful to extend upon my letter of
resignation in hopes to clear up some of
the misunderstanding.
When President Karim Sadik-Khan
'96 won his impeachment trial, I was
surprised and awe struck. Not necessar-
ily that he was not impeached, but at
some of the comments I had been wit-
ness to throughout the debate.
Friends of Sadik-Khan came out in
support of his presidency, as I had ex-
pected, and commented on his effective-
ness and efficiency. As I had also ex-
pected, none of these comments were
pertinent to the discussion at hand.
Statementssuchas, "he doesn'tneed
itfor his resume, he is phi beta kappa and
the economics fellow" and, "I have
known him since the sixth grade, and he
doesn't take on things he doesn't care
about" have no relevance to the issue
which was at hand.
The impeachment trial did not re-
volve around whether or not President
Sadik-Khan was using his title for a re-
sume builder, or whether or not he really
wanted to be the president. Unfortu-
nately, I believe many senators were
swayed by comments such as the afore-
mentioned and others which also had no
many. My letter of resignation only
touched upon one of them, and I apolo-
gize for its lack of thoroughness, as it was
written quickly and hastily. While I lost
faith in Karim to run the SGA effectively,
I furthermore lost some faith in the Sen-
ate and some members who comprise it.
It is very difficult for me to understand
how many of senators could have voted
not to impeach.
The arguments were very one sided,
the way I saw them, and I do not believe
that is because I am closed minded. Per-
haps senators were voting for different
reasons than those debated. If this is the
case, I feel that the issues should have
been brought to the table. Perhaps they
voted for reasons of friendship, or fear of
actually removing the studentbody presi-
dent from office. These, to me, are not
strong enough reasons to vote in such a
manner.
It is a senator's job to ensure that the
best interest of the student body is kept
in mind through their voting procedure.
This concept was lost at the last SGA
meeting. After the last issue of The Tripod
was released, I was approached by doz-
ens and dozens of people applauding
my actions, inquiring about my actions,
and some denouncing my actions.
One SGA senator approached me
and told me that Karim isn't that hard to
work around, so why wouldlresign. My
response is simple: the idea of having a
president is not simply to have a figure-
head which does nothing.
While I lost faith in Karim to run the SGA effectively, 1
furthermore lost some frith in the Senate and some men/-
defswho comprise it. It is ve
stand how many of senators could have voted not to im-
peach.
relevance to the debate.
Other people argued that, "if the
senators can't deal with him, then it is
their problem." At no time throughout
the debate did any senator argue that he
or she could not "deal" with the presi-
dent; it was argued, however, that he is
difficult to deal with, so difficult as a
matter of fact that anyone else would be
easier to work with, thus stating that the
government could run more efficiently
and effectively without Sadik-Khan in
the office of president. Unfortunately,
once again, this statement persuaded
senators to vote no for impeachment.
The last group of comments which I
would like to address are those that
stated, implicitly or explicitly, that in the
previous years, the SGA has not accom-
plished anything, whereas, under Presi-
dent Sadik-Khan, things have been ac-
complished.! I believe that Senator
Moodie adequately refuted this point by
systematically naming close to a dozen
things that have been accomplished in
his four years at Trinity.
Moreover, the accomplishments
which Sadik-Khan claims as victories
under his presidency are not solely his
accomplishments. The desire for condom
machines in various buildings around
this campus has been in the works for
several years, before my matriculation to
Trinity.
It was an issue worked on last year
within the College Affairs Committee as
well. Yet, because the implementation of
this plan occurred within Sadik-Khan's
presidency, he claims them as his accom-
plishments. Once again, however, this
point was overlooked, and notions of
President Sadik-Khan's accomplish-
ments swayed votes.
The reasons for my resignation are
Why shoul d we, as sena tors, have to
work around the president in order to
attain our goals? The entire purpose of
having a clause within the Constitution
allowing impeachment trials is to ensure
that this is never the case. The senator
who made this statement to me voted no t
to impeach.
The final reason for my resignation
is plain and simple as well. There were
many people, non senators, who spoke
in favor of Karim and his accomplish-
ments as president. It is for these people,
in part, that I resigned.
If you feel that you are capable of
working with Sadik-Khan on a political
basis, and if you feel you can attain goals
which will benefit the Trinity student
body by working with the current presi-
dent, then 1 welcome you to my seat as
senator. I urge you to run in the next
election for the open seat which my res-
ignation created. With Karim as presi-
dent, I am not capable of attaining the
goals which I want to obtain this year.
Perhaps you are.
Lastly, I would like to urge senators
of the points which have arisen through
this essay, because there will be another
chance for impeachment in a few weeks.
When this occurs, I would like you all to
keep in mind the comments of Beth Piro
'96 at last weeks meeting.
She stated that if the president does
not respect the senators, which, as he
stated, he does not, then he does not
respect the people who elected those
senators, namely, the student body. I
believe that this comment escaped many
people as well, and I hope it will not




On Monday, November 13th, the
Student Go vernment Association moved,
based on an unanimous 6-0 decision by
the Steering Board, to impeach President
Karim Sadik-Khan '96.
This was, and anyone present will
attest to this, one of the most emotional
meetings of the year. It was also one of
the more important ones. The charge of
impeachment is inherently serious due
to the very personal nature of the pro-
ceedings.
Members of the student body and
senators alike protested the motion,
claiming that it was based on a personal
communication to seduce one individual
into listening to me. As much as senators
of the SGA like to hear themselves speak,
even we get tired of saying the same
thing over and over again. It is especially
difficult when your words fall on deaf
ears.
As an elected official, it makes it
very hard for me to express the opinions
of those who elected me. I was wonder-
ing if I should keep my seat on the SGA.
My voice, tired, strained, and frustrated,
was losing its strength to carry itself over
the voice of the SGA President.
However, Tuesday afternoon while
in the Cave, I had a conversation with
two students who had been at the meet-
I've been around for almost twenty-one years now, and in
that time I have been expected to communicate with a
colorful variety of people. Never before have I been ex-
pected to relearn the art of communication to seduce one
individual into listening to me.
dislike of Sadik-Khan instead of upon
his actual performance, or lack of perfor-
mance, as the SGA President. It was
argued that communication with Sadik-
Khan is an art form, one that must be
learned by those who do not currently
understand it. The President was said to
be a dedicated and productive officer.
The impeachment of an officer who
was elected from and by the student
body is not an easy decision, especially
when Sadik-Khan was elected as a ve-
hicle of change.
Yet the students also voted for three
\̂f.l.1£M*̂ r̂fcf fifMT.
senators to the body. Fifteen of these
students elected had past SGA experi-
ence. The eighteen senators present for
Sadik-Khan's vote of confidence voted 3-
14, giving him only a vote of only 18%
confidence.
This vote of confidence occurred on
November 6th, one week before the ac-
tual impeachment took place. It gave the
president a week to think about what
was said at the meeting, it gave him a
week to address the concerns of the sen-
ate arid the student body. But how did
the President respond?
Sadik-Khan told The Tripod, "I don't
have much faith in this vote of confi-
dence. ... If I respected these people and
cared about what they said then I might
be upset." He did nothing to change his
behavior.
He continued with his personal at-
tacks at the Steering Board meeting the
following night. He also said, "Now I
know who's with me, who's against me.
the same old jokers. The Michael
Nardelli's '97, the Kerri Mullen's '97, the
Annette Fernandez's '96.1 will do every-
thing I can to stop them."
And the response from one of the
"jokers"? I say God bless freedom of
speech. Because without it, people like
the SGA President would not be permit-
ted to personally attack individuals, time
and time again, based on nothing more
than political differences.
It is behavior like this that costed the
senate a very dear price - the recent res-
ignation of Mick Nardelli. When the
truly dedicated senators like Mick feel
that they cannot function to the best of
their abilities, the SGA and the student
body both have a problem. I think eight
senators already knew that. Unfortu-
nately, fifteen did not.
I've been around for almost twenty-
one years now, and in that time I have
been expected to communicate with a
colorful variety of people. Never before
have I been expected to relearn the art of
ing the night before. They told me how
they felt and what they were thinking.
And it was this conversation that will not
allow me to become silent I know it is
these students, and the many others like
them, that need the.Michael Nardelli's,
the Kerri Mullen's, and the Annette
Fernandez's. Now that Mick is gone, I
am going to have to be louder than ever.
lean promise thestudents that I will
continue to listen to and respect their
opinions, even if I disagree with them. I
will continue to respect the senate and
the officer of the SGA.
^^^^^Mas^ib^L^ga^Sacyi^K^^i^ha^^p^-. •.
gesiedTsome of these people do not de-
serve my respect. I will respect them
anyway. I do this because I firmly be-
lieve that every person deserves respect.
I was taught to treat people the way I
would want to be treated. I respect oth-
ers out of respect for myself. I would not
be proud of what I did or who I was if I
dealt with my problemsby lashing out at
those I disagreed with.
So, the SGA President can continue
to think I am a joker. He can continue not
to listen to me. He can continue to yell at
me in public. He can do, and he can say,
whatever he wants to.
I'm going to continue to do my job.
Even if the President refuses to listen to
me, the senate will. All in all, the senate
is a very respectful body. The impeach-
ment is over.- Karim Sadik-Khan has
maintained his position as President.
But now it is time to look beyond
Snapple. It's time tolookbeyond condom
machines. It's time to look beyond out-
door basketball courts. Students at Trin-
ity are concerned about a lot more than
shooting hoops, having sex, and drink-
ing alternative beverages.
- Let's get down to the issues. Let's
make Trinity better. It's time to get seri-
ous. If SGA doesn't work, it needs to be
fixed. If it's not broken, and according to
the body itself it is not, it can definitely be
improved on. I'm ready to roll up my
sleeves and get to work. And if I have to
work around Mr. Sadik-Khan to do so I
am more than adequately prepared.
At the same time, I hope it doesn't
come to that. I hope everyone can put
theirpersonal feelings aside and getback
to working for the students. While some
of my idealism has been taken away, lam
far from ready to give up. I care about
Trinity too much to quit.
Sincerely,
Kerri A. Mullen '97
SGA Secretary
SGA Chair of Internal Affairs
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Seniors Respond To Sophomore Stress Level And Give Insight
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to Dana
Proyect's '98 article titled This Season Is
The Most Stressful For Sophomores.
which appeared in last week's issue of
The Tripod. With no disrespect intended
for Proyect's level of personal stress, I
would have to disagree with her as a
senior who has experienced four years
at Trinity. I feel that because of this, I
have more insight as to which year is
"the most stressful."
Firstly, I feel that it is important to
understand that each person's level of
stress is an individual experience. I'm
not questioningthatProyect, along with
other sophomores are feeling stressed
at this time in their lives.
However, having faced each diffi-
would have to disagree wholeheart-
edly . If seniors are getting so much
direction, I am sure missing it! The
Career Center might teach us ho w to go
about trying to get a job, but that doesn't
mean that we are magically bestowed
with a perfectly laid out path to take.
Seniors are faced with making de-
cisions critical in determining the rest
of their lives, and even if we are well
advised, no one can make these diffi-
cult decisions for us but ourselves.
The same can be said for sopho-
mores — they can be instructed on
different fields of interest, yet they still
have to pick a major.
At this point in my life, as a senior,
I long for those days that I was biting
my nails simply over what class to take.
Now seniors are confronted with
The Career Center might teach us how to go about trying
to get a job, but that doesn't mean that we are magically
bestowed with a perfectly laid out path to take.
culty that has been thrown at me my
freshman, sophomore, junior AND se-
nior year, I would have to conclude
that personally, and for most other se-
niors around me, this year is the most
anxiety ridden.
Following a carefree freshman
year, choosing a major presents itself to
be one of the first of many major ob-
stacles in a four year college career. I
remember experiencing the sense of a
lack of direction that Proyect discussed
in her article last week.
In her article, Proyect stated, "Se-
niors are completing courses for their
major and have no real options as far as
towhatcoursestotake. They are plan-
ning their future by applying to gradu-
ate schools and seeking out job opQPT-
runih'es. Seniors may argue that they
have just as hard of a time planning the
restoftheirlifeasdosophomores. How-
ever, they have the same advantages as
so juniors over sophomores. They are
getting the direction and guidance the
sophomores lack."
In response to this statement, I
so many issues: where they want to live
nextyear, whatkindof job they want, if
they want to go to graduate school,
how they are going to support them-
selves financially, writing a thesis, deal-
ing with senior seminars/not to men-
tion heavy involvement with extra cur-
ricular activites on campus and more!
And if anything, we have less direction
than any class at Trinity, for after this
year, we willbe completely on our own.
Soon we will be leaving our safe
haven at Trinity College, and the harsh
and cold reality of the outside world is
going to be a part of our lives more than
ever before. For most of us, what is to
come is unknown. We are preparing
ourselves for this, and it is not the most
comforting feejirvg; in. fact, it is one of
the more stressful and frightening re-
alities that I personally have ever faced
(and that includes the stressful experi-




Rowland Lecture Unable To Address
Trinity College Community Concerns
To the Hditor.
Tiinify College's policy to involve
its surrounding commujnitv in on-cam-
pu* events should keep in mind the
College's primary responsibility the stu-
dents and faculty. By allowing people
to attend Governor Rowland's lecture,
who were not within the college com-
and lack ol respect creatpd an uncom-
lortdble and volatile dtmosphere for
both Governor Rowland and the ma-
jority of attendees.
Trinity College's urban location is
one of the school's best resources It
allows the College to host many promi-
nent and influential speakers. I think
that the interests of the College would
the College's primary responsibility the students and
faculty. By allowing people to attend Governor
Rowland's lecture, who were not within the college
community, the interests of the students and faculty
were not served.
munity, the interests of the students
and faculty were not served.
A flier advertising the event read,
"Governor Rowland wants to spend a
laige part of the time taking questions
from Trinity students. He is also open
to hearing new ideas about how you
perceive the government's role in your
future." The Trinity community was
denied this opportunity and the
lecliuf's purpose was detested.
The welfare advocacy group that
.Ulendedcdust'd many distractions and
dibturbnni.es JS they acted in an impo-
lite and hostile manm r. "I hoir actions
have been best served if this lecture
was solely opened to the college com-
munity.
Our surroundings, a community
within a neighborhood, that we are
very much a part of, are also valuable
resource:). But, in this case, they caused
the college community to suffer and
made the lecture ineffective. Unfortu-
nately, it will be difficult to gel the
Governor to hpeak again at Trinity af-




I am writing in response to Dana
Proyect's '98 misguided statement of
"fact" that this fall is more stressful for
the sophomore class than other classes.
Not only is the author biased because she
is a sophomore, but Proyect is decidedly
ill-suited to write about the varying de-
grees of stress endured by each class
when she has yet to experience her junior
and senior years.
Proyect is clearly misinformed about
the degree of stress and responsibility
that a college senior faces. As a senior, I
am able to reflect upon the trials and
tribulations of each of the four years of
college. Proyect has only begun to expe-
rience wha t she has so f oolheartedly writ-
ten about.
I will address the author's comments
aboutsenioryearforlfeelProyecfsanaly-
sis of the senior year is the most hei-
nously misguided. Let's start with her
remark that seniors "have no real op-
tions as to what courses to take" in the
spring. What rock did she just crawl out
from under?
Often students are prevented from
enrolling in classes they planned to take
during senior year because a given class
which is needed is no longer being of-
fered. This leaves some seniors racing
against time to meet graduation require-
ments. As four years of college comes to
a close, deciding the final course sched-
ule of one's college career is taxing and
demands attention and meticulous con-
sideration.
There is also this measly item which
I like to call my senior thesis. Granted,
not all seniors undertake the writing of a
senior thesis, but General Examinations
for one's major are not exactly a walk in
the park. Neither are the GRE, LSAT, or
MCAT exams. As for those seniors such
as myself who opt to write a thesis, it is an
incredibly challenging, time-consuming
and difficult choice of curriculum, unri-
valed by past academic endeavors.
I feel it's safe to say that writing a
senior thesis is a tad bit more draining
than deciding a major which, might I
add, can still be changed at a later date. If
sophomores "have no idea what they
want to major in" and deciding a major is
such a perplexing ordeal, then maybe
they're not ready for college. Such a
factor is irrelevant to one's class and is
more a matter of the individual's charac-
ter and drive.
Lastly, Proyect refers to planning
one's life as if this is a carefree and mind-
less pastime that seniors enjoy. Staring
your future in the face is slightly more
intimidating than choosing classes for
thespringofone'ssophomoreyear. What
I wouldn't give to have that burden.
I have.an idea: perhaps Proyect can
take my classes and my exams, write my
thesis, conduct my senior interviews at
admissions, lay out my Features section,





All Are Entitled To Questioning The
Governor At A School Or Otherwise
To.the Editor: f. , . , , . „ ,
I am writing in response to Gover-
nor Rowland's speech at Trinity on
Wednesday, November 15th.
During his brief but revealing
speech, Governor Rowland informed a
near-capacity Boyer auditorium that
Connecticut, the richest state in the coun-
try, also possesses four of our nation's
most "rapidly shrinking" cities. Simply
translated, Connecticut alone has four of
America's ten poorest cities.
After attempting to obfuscate this
fact by equating poverty with his "rap-
idly shrinking" phenomena, the Gover-
nor then proceeded to enlighten us all
about what each of these cities, Hartford,
New Haven, Waterbury and Bridgeport,
all have that make them worth preserv-
ing. In summary, Hartford is the insur-
ance capital, New Haven has Yale, and
Governor Rowland is from Waterbury.
According to Governor Rowland, the
only thing Bridgeport had going for it
was his men-proposed casino. Now
what?
Another quality that makes each of
these four cities absolutely worth im-
proving, which Governor Rowland did
not even mention, is the fact that there
are people living in each of these cities.
However, the Governor's failure to cite
these particular state residents as assets
should come as no surprise. His blatant
disdain and apathy towards city dwell-
ers was evidenced in his anecdote about
his speech at Yale. Apparently, Gover-
nor Rowland's speech was scheduled
during mid-terms, and a number of stu-
dents did notattend. Governor Rowland
then concluded, and mentioned several
times during his Trinity speech, that the
people listening to his speech at Yale
must have been brought in "from the
streets."
: Does it matter where the audience is
from? If the governor of the State of
Connecticut gives a speech at ah aca-
demic institution, should people who
are not members of that academic com-
munity, or in the governor's words,
to attend? Judgingby the reaction to the
Governor's speech by many members of
the Trinity community, I fear that the
answer to my question may be yes.
To summarize for readers who may
not have attended; there weresome mem-
bers of a welfare advocacy group who
spoke during the question and answer
period. Please understand that I am not
disputing the fact thatthesepeoplewere,
by Trinity standards, disruptive, argu-
mentative, rude, disrespectful, and inap-
propriate. However, they came to Trin-
ity as an act of frustration, exasperation,
and desperation. Governor Rowland has
proven that he is not interested in the
poverty of Connecticut's cities, and the
representatives of the advocacy group
were takingadvantage of a rare opportu-
nity; to speak to the governor in an envi-
ronment where he could not ignore them.
Instead, the governor attempted to
make these people appear insignificant
by ridiculing them and wise-cracking, as
if poverty were the butt of the Governor's
and the Trinity community's inside joke.
Sadly, the Trinity communityresponded
to the Governor's feeble ploy. I saw the
faces people made, the glances exchanged
between friends, the smirks, and I heard
the snickers. I also heard the eruption
after the speech was over. I heard the
president of one of our schools most
prominent organizations ask a group of
underclassmen to "go get. them out of
here." Iheard people exclaim, "you don't
go here, go home."
The people that the Governor and
some members of the Trinity community
shunned on Wednesday are our neigh-
bors. They are also residents of Con-
necticut, and citizens of America, and
they are entitled to our respect at the very
least. If these people made us feel un-
comfortable on Wednesday I say, well it
is about time. Listen to that bugle play-
ing, campers. Summer only lasts for four
years.
Sincerely, .
Laura A. Vater '96 -
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Gifts & Hidden Scholarships
BY JOSHUA FREELY
News Editor
How much does a Trinity educa-
tion really cost? To most Trinity stu-
dents the answer is obvious, the $26,000
we payin tuition every year. In actuality
the answer is a bit more complicated.
While Tuition for the '95-'96 school
year was set at $26,370, the cost of edu-
cating every student is around $35,518.
That $9,148 shortfall comprises what is
known as the "hidden scholarship."
The job of raising the money to cover
the scholarship which is received by each
and every Trinity student falls upon the
Development office. On top of running
the $100,000,000 Capital Campaign, the
development office is responsible for
raising the $9,000 necessary for each stu-
dent every year.
The fund raising drive that is set
people. Part of the funds raised in this
drive go directly toward the education
of every Trinity Student.
Another responsibility of the De-
velopment Office is to aid the Senior
Class in i ts quest to raise funds for a class
gift.
This entails the naming of volun-
teers who will chair the committee re-
sponsible for coordinating the class gift
effort. This years Senior Class Gif tChairs
are Elizabeth McFarlan, Mathew Gla-
zier, Tory Haskell, and Heather Wynne,
These four seniors will organize the
committee which will decide what gift
to give then embark oil raising the nec-
essary funds to purchase that gift.
Commenting on why she wanted
to assist in the effort to raise a Senior
Class gift Haskell said, "I want to Give
back Trinity for the wonderful experi-
ence it has given me. Dedicating my
Commenting on why she wanted to assist in the effort to
raise a Senior Class gift Haskell said, "I want to Give
back Trinity for the wonderful experience it has given me.
Dedicating my time to the Senior Class Gift Committee
is the perfect way to thank Trinity."
aside for this specific purpose is the
Annual Fund, which is comprised of the
Alumni Fund, the Parents Fund, the
Friends Fund, and support from corpo-
rations.
Every year groups of cheery stu-
dents and alumni cross the country over
the phone soliciting donations from
time to the Senior Class Gift Committee
is the perfect way to thank Trinity."
Glazier shared many of the same
sentiments, "I want every member of
the class of 1996 to be involved in this. I
am confident that Seniors as a whole are
dedicated to this institution and I can-
not think of a better way to show it."
Rowland Speaks On Issues
continued from page I
ernor responded, adding that there was
~a»news*w-eJf€iic^»yaeka|̂ 8thW*w»9f^B«iM
passed. The woman, who began to raise
a lot of tension in the room, was then
passed over for another question.
The issue of educational funding by
the government was one of the last ques-
The Governor proceeded to say that
the state was budgeting Rinds tor stu-
have to worry about finding no financial
aid.
The Governor than said that he had
to run off to the Bushnell for a show with
his wife. "I can be late for you guys, but
"Connecticut has the highest per capita in the
country...(but) according to a recent statistic, four of the
fastest fled cities are in Connecticut. I'm not sure why
that is." Mr. Rowland praised Trinity's leadership in
Hartford for getting government loans for home-owners
and sponsoring cultural centers.
if I'm late for her, she'll kill me," he joked.
A reception and dinner followed the talk
in the Alpha Delta Phi house, which was
attended by sponsors of the event.
tions raised. "Students may feel some
tightening down. Let me just say that I
just finished paying off my student
loans."
RoggFs Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles






continued from pcige 1
five awards from national professional
organizations, including the Early Ca-
reer Achievement Award from the
American Psychological Association.
He is a fellow of the Society for
Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis. He
has been nominated to be a fellow of the
American Psychological Association. His
initial appointment was a tenure track
position for three years. He was termi-
The conduct of Trinity College was
agregious." He maintains that the two
charges of sexual harrassment were so-
licited by the school a year after Dr.
Cardena's termination.
He then states that Trinity denies it
lists the charges as a reason for termina-
tion. As to the plain tiff'sacademicrecord,
Mr. Rosenblatt says that it is superior to
most of the people in the department.
Dr. Cardena is suing for punitive
Leon Rosenblatt, Mr. Cardena's attorney, says that "[his]
case is very strong. The conduct of Trinity College was
agregious." He maintains that the two charges of sexual
harrassment were solicited by the school a year after Dr.
Cardena's termination.
nated after two years.
The college maintained that Cardena
was terminated in part because of two
charges of sexual harrassment. The col-
lege also called into question the
plaintiff's nature and direction of his
scholarly work. Departmental letters
regarding Dr. Cardena's reappointment
indicate that there were doubts as to the
scope of his empirical research and its
methodology. Individuals in the psy-
chology department, particularly those
involved in his reappointment, felt that
Dr. Cardena was not fulfilling his role as
perscribed with his appointment. That
role was to act as someone who could
sponsor empirical research in clinical
psychology,
Leon Rosenblatt, Mr. Cardena's at-
torney, says that" [his] case is very strong.
damages, legal fees, and whatever
recompensation the court deems suit-
able. The Federal suit is a charge of
discrimination, which will be tried
seperately from the state suit.
Dr. Cardena will seek similar
recompensation if he wins the case. The
Federal suit will take over a yearbefore it
reaches a trial.
Dean of Faculty Henry DePhillips
stated that all faculty were informed not
to discuss the case. Linda Yoder, the
attorney handling Trinity's defense, was
unavailable for comment,
It has come into question whether
the faculty's silence was solicited by the
attorney or from the Dean's Office. Mr.
Rosenblatt claims that this sort of man-
date is unusual and will force him to call





Just Got 15% Less Expensive
Come to Timberland, the most authentic outdoor store
on earth, and show us your student ID. We'll not only let you in,
we'll give you 15% off the price of every hat, shirt, coat
and pair of boots and shoes in the place.There's something
for everyone on your holiday !ist. Offer ends May 31,1996.
The Timberland® store neaiest you:
Westfarms Mall, 203-561-1887
Timberland
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Campus Safety's Hot List...
The cars on this list are those that have accumulated more than four tickets for
failure to register with Campus Safety. If a Campus Safety officer finds one of these
cars, they have the right to immediately call a towing company to take the car away.
Some cars have already been towed and more will be in the future. If you recognize
your license plate number on this list, it is not too late to register your car with
Campus Safety. Outstanding fees owed to Campus Safety are negotiable—they








































Pittsburgh Faculty Attempts to Unionize
Faculty at Pitt-Johnstown are attempting to unionize citing wage inequalities, benefit pack-
ages, and working conditions as their motives. Although stating his desire for faculty wage
increases, UPI President Etheridge explained that enrollment had dropped which had left the
school with too little money to fund a wage raise. The "UnitedFaculty", a group created to expedite
the unionization by among other things circulating authorization cards, is currently trying to get
50% of the faculty to vote for a call to vote on unionization. If the group receives 30% then the
Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board will conduct a faculty vote on the specific question of
unionization. With a positive the Board would draw up a contract between the university and the
faculty.
Bates Wins First Football Game in Five Years
Bates ended its five year losing streak by defeating in-state rivals Bowdoin 33-29. P.). Mcgrail
scored three touchdowns with 270 yards white Dan Hooley completed 10 of 18 pass attempts
.Although the game had severalstrong individualperformance, the team was moreconcemed with
ending the frustration that accompanied its 37 previous losses. Head Coach Rick Pardy was quick
to point out that the game'was no fluke; the team had been methodically improving since its last
win.
Village Commons Allows "Men's Night"
The Mount Holyoke-related Village Commons allowed the Underlings Lingerie Shop to hold
their "Men's Night", an evening for husbands and boyfriends to buy lingerie in a facilitated
manner. The night revolves around the professional models that wear the lingerie Protestors are
concerned tha t the night is demeaning to women. They plan to protest at the "Men's Night." The




On November 12th at approximately lpm, the two year old
daughter of a visitor of the library had her baby finger caught in
one of the photocopy machines. It was not a serious incident yet
TCERT was on the scene within a minute. They calmed the
mother of the child down, convincing her that a trip to the
hospital was not necessary. They administered a band-aid and
the xeroxed baby was OK.
Wiener in your hand, then pay
On November 11th at 12:10 am there was a disagreement
between a hot-dog vendor on Vernon Street and a Trinity stu-
dent. The argument arose when the student and the vendor
disagreed as to what amount of money the student had given
him to pay for the hot dog. The student claimed that he gave the
vendor a ten dollar bill while the vendor claimed that he was
only given one dollar for a two dollar dog. The problems were
caused because the vendor placed the bill in his pocket before
making the hot-dog and then proceeded to prepare the food.
Campus Safety arrived and were unable to resolve the dilemma.
Eventually, the vendor gave the student one dollar back and
vacated the scene.
Another look at accidents
The accident reported last week was one of several that
occurred over Homecoming weekend. The major one involved
the police car and a student car backing out of a driveway. The
police car was actually responding to a call made about an
accident on Vernon Street. The accident on Vernon Street had
been originally reported as a collision between a car and a
pedestrian. Actually, it involved a taxi that had been turning
around and had hit a parked car. Beyond these two related
accidents, there were two other minor accidents involving stu-
derfcf1
Have key will steal
The trend of thefts from locked offices continue in the past
two weeks. On the sixth, a locked office in the Clement Chem-
istry-building was entered and eighty dollars in cash, a small
radio, and a calculator were taken. On the tenth, twenty to thirty
dollars were stolen from a locked office in the Life Sciences
building.
Something's Different Here. ..
Between the days of November third through fifth, an office
in Clement Chemistry was entered and some computer files on
the room's owner were tampered with. A student called the
professor to tell her that the office door was open and when she
arrived she found that the files on her computer had been re-
arranged, as if someone had been looking for something. Noth-
ing was taken and nothing else came of the whole incident.
Pathfinder Goldmine...
On November 11th, a Nissan Pathfinder parked in the
driveway at ST. Anthony's Hall was broken into and several
items taken. The items taken, and their values are: A radar
detector $150, an LL Bean Jacket $80, and Oakley Sunglasses $75
dollars. The items were obtained by breaking rear window on
the passenger side.
Keep That Code To Yourself
On November 10th, a student returned to her room to find
that her door was ajar and a twenty dollar bill she had left on her
desk was missing. She was positive that she had locked the door
behind her on her way out. Campus Safety used the locknetics
recording system to check the combinations that had been used
most recently. Unfortunately, all numbers used were the stu-
dents own and she admitted that there were several people who
she had given her personal code to.
•^ritten^iid;: coni joi lecliiy
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Trinity Delegation To Israel Shares Thoughts On Assassination
President Evan Dobelle and Prpfessors Frank Kirkpatrick and Ronald Keiner reflect on confusion 3 £1~" ^° f™™*™
BY WHITNEY POMEROY &
SHARA ABRAHAM
Features Editors
President Evan Dobelle and Profes-
sors Frank Kirkpatrick and Ronald
Kiener of the Religion Department were
three participants of a Trinity delegation
which recently travelled to Israel for a
world conference on Jewish
Fundamenalism. The conference was
held at Hebrew University in Tel Aviv,
the conference, which addressed "Fun-
damentalism and Democracy in the
Middle East," ironically coincided with
the assassination of the Prime Minister
of Israel, Yitzak Rabin.
On the night of the assasination the
entire Trinity group, (excluding Profes-
sor Kiener who was at the notorious
peace rally,) was sitting at a restaurant in
Tel Aviv when they heard the news. A
waiter approached their table and
nonchalantly reported that the prime
minister had been shot. Professor
Kirkpatrick said that the first general
feeling felt by everyone was one of con-
fusion and shock. There was an instinc-
tive desire to find out as much informa-
had been closed earlier in the evening for
observation of the Sabbath, many stores
were just beginning to open up again as
the group left the restaurant. Many of
the stores had televisions in their win-
dows, which enabled the group to re-
ceive information about he assassination
as soon as it became available.
Without Professor Kiener, the only
member of the group who spoke He-
brew, the rest of the Trinity group relied
on passerbys to translate the news re-
ports. The sporadic news reports left the
group anxiously waiting while the me-
dia pieced together the accurate story.
Various rumors circulated—the prime
minister was shot but alive; his status
was critical; and the final and most dev-
astating report was that the gunshot had
been fatal.
Professor Kirkpatrick remarked that
he didn't really know how to react once
the final news was delivered. Professor
Kirkpatrick said that one of the first things
he noticed was a couple smiling at the
news. He said that this was the only such
reaction that he witnessed, and that for
the rest of the trip the general feeling was
one of upset from all. Both he and Profes-
ally dead that I felt the full effect."
Professor Kirkpatrick was a stu-
dent here at Trinity when Kennnedy
was killed. Later in the day, after it was
announced that the president was in
fact dead, the campus flocked across
the quad to the chapel as the bells rang
out. He said that there were more people
inside of the chapel than probably ever
before and ever since. "It was a pro-
To a certain degree, Dobelle noted
that he was not necessarily surprised
that Rabin was assassinated.The
group's driver, an Israeli who lives on
a settlement east of Jerusalem, shared
Dobelle's sentiment that an assassina-
tion seemed imminent and not unlikely.
The driver stated that "I don't like the
rhe toric. The rhetoric is getting danger-
ous. '
"They hear a God that says 'thou shalt kill.'I don't know
this God. He is not my God. They need to be stopped."
—Professor of Religion, Ronald Keiner
''You don't know how, to respond until you get the full
facts. It was only when I heard that he was actually dead
that I felt the full effect"
-Profesor of Religion, Frank Kirkpatrick
tion as possible concerning the assassi-
nation. Kirkpatrick spoke of a "sense of
stunned incomprehension." Shortly
thereafter, the group of Trinity repre-
sentatives left the restaurant and began
to walk down the main street in down-
town Tel Aviv. Though many stores
sor Kiener remarked that it was reminis-
centof the JohnF, Kennedy assasination.
Reflecting upon hearing the news
of Kennedy's assassination, Kirkpatrick
commented that "You don't know how
to respond until you get the full facts. It




Tucked inside the AirOnebuilding
of Brainard Airport is a restaurant and
bar which should not go unnoticed.
Imagine for a moment combining Cheers
and Wings and you begin to capture the
atmosphere of Logan's Restaurant. The
rectangular bar seats a mixed crowd of
local businessmen and bargoers, while
the diners in the back watch planes take
off and land through picture windows.
shrimp and scallop pasta is very tasty,
and more than a filling plateful. The
clam base sauce is rich and very thick,
while the seafood is very fresh. The
sirloin is served with vegetables and a
choice of side dish, and is also more than
a meal. Diners can complement their
meal with a selection from the wine list,
which lists several reds and whites. The
beajoulais was fruity and left a pleasant
aftertaste, lacking the overwhelming
tannin flavor that accompanies similar
wines. Deserts at Logan's vary nightly
found moment—as a community we
came together, all of us in a state of
shock. We all needed to be around
other people as we struggled with the
meaning of this. All of this flashed back
to me in Tel Aviv as the news of Rabin
spread." Professor Kirkpatrick said that
he sensed this same kind of need to be
around people in Israel. He felt strange
being there seeing as he is not Israeli.
Professor Ronald Kiener said that same
thing in the sense that he was with a
family and it was a grieving.
Professor Kiener was sitting in an
Israeli family's living room when the
news of the assassination was con-
firmed. "I felt like I was invading their
privacy," Kiener said. It was a very
dismal moment. Professor Kiener was
at the rally at the time that the prime
minister was shot, although he did not
know of the shooting until after he left.
He said that the rally "was a beautiful
event. It was like a mini-Woodstock for
peace."
Professor Kiener also said that it
had been the first major pro-peace rally
inmany months, and the f actthatlOO,000
Minister Yitzak Rabin spoke, and the
group was moved. When he ended, a
musician came on to sing a song from
the 1960's, "The Song Of Peace." The
musician did not know the words to the
song, so he held the words to the song in
front of him. By helping sing the song of
peace, Rabin broke with a tradition of
never singing in public.
After the singing of the national
anthem, Prof essor Kiener made his way
back to the Israeli families home with-
Clearly, the peace process had be-
come the source of irreconcilable differ-
ences between its promoters and Israeli
settlers. Dobelle commented that it's
one thing to speak from abroad about
the importance of peace. For an Israeli
settler, though, the prospect of peace
and the territorial changes which are
part of the peace negotiations are fright-
ening.
The group encountered massive
traffic as they returned from Haifa to
Tel Aviv on the af ternmoon of the peace
rally at which Rabin was assassinated.
Regarding the enormous crowd and
the division and animosity which the
group had just witnessed in the north,
Dobele thought to himself: "How could
they let Rabin speak in such a crowd?"
To Dobelle, the assassination amounted
to a major glich in Israeli security.
Dobelle also shared his personal
memories of Rabin. Dobelle had
occassion to spend time with Rabin
when he served under President Carter
as Chief of Protocol. Dobelle remem-
bers Rabin as "the ultimate aloof gen-
eral." The prime minister "had no feat
The way in which the Israelis ini-
tially reacted to the assassination
puzzled Dobelle. For the most part, the
Israelis whom the Trinity delegation
encountered on the street in the hours
after the assasination appeared to be
"eerily unemotional." It took a few
hours for Israelis to comprehend the
enormity of the situation—a Jew had
killed in Jew; Israel had lost its inno-
cence.
Theinitialreactionofpobelle'sson,
Hartford from 1,500 feet is not easily forgotten, espe-
cially when it is a clear night. The friendly pilots will fly
anywhere in the Hartford area you would like to go and
may even perform some aviation acrobatics for you
Though Dobelle's first impression of the Israelis was that
the Israeli people were unemotional, Dobelle noticed a
change as th evening progressed. The change in senti-
ment was linked to the realization that the assassin was a
Jew.
over the city, followed by a delightful
dinner back in the restaurant. Hartford
from 1,500 feet is not easily forgotten,
especially when it is a
clear night. The
friendly pilots will fly
anywhere in the Hart-
ford area you would like
to go and may even per-
form some aviation acro-
batics for you.
Back on the ground, you will b e
seated to an outstanding meal. The
clam chowder is first rate, while the
Hartford has many restaurants to and follow the meal well if one still has
choose from, but Logan's boasts a fea- room. Pumpkin pies, apple pies and
ture no other eatery in the city can: cheesecakes all taste like grandma's. If
dinner flights. For a modest fee of $80, you can get around to coffee, you prob-
:wo people can reserve a 1 /2 hour flight ably haven't eaten in a week.
' " — J u.. „ joiio-Vitfiii The lively atmosphere and friendly
service make the restaurant a real plea-
sure to dine in. The pictures of old war
planes on the walls,
combined with the dim
lighting, add a touch of
nostalgia to the room.
Meanwhile, the occa-
sional prop plane or he-
licopter will swing in
frontofyourwindow. Live
music begins to play in the
evenings, which may give patrons a
aam uiuwu« » ,„„. , reason to stay well after the meal is
salad greens are fresh. The Key Lime finished. The bar has several drafts on
vinagrette is recommended for a tangy tap, as well as a full hard bar.
treat, which is well complemented by There is a pool table tucked away
I blue cheese. Appetizers like the crab opposite the bar room, where one can
cakes, which could easily be served as digest over a rack of eightball or shoot
an entree, are outstanding. darts.
Entrees are varied, as the menu has Logan's is located at 20 Lindbergh
pasta, chicken and meat dishes as well Drive at the Brainard Airport (Exit 27
as several specials each night. The offl-91). For reservations call 549-6828.
out any knowledge of the assassination
until later. When he and the family re-
ceived word, he said that they were in a
state of disbelief. "My heart broke," he
said. "Even now it is hard for me to
believe that such a heroic figure, some-
one who had contributed to the very
existence of the state, is no longer here."
Professor, Kiener said that he now
fears for the future of this modern state.
"Nothing in this event has helped to
quench passions or being people to-
gether," Kiener said. "I fear for the fu-
ture of the Democracy." Kiener com-
mented that the Jewish fundamenatlist
group has to be crushed. He stated that
the dream of a Jewish democratic state
has been threatened more by this group
of people than any Arabic terrorist orga-
nization.
President Dobelle spoke of the ani-
mosity and imminent danger he sensed
during the group's travels throughout
Israel. Particularly in the north, Dobelle
remarked that he could feel the division
while the group passed through the dif-
ferent settlements. Specifically on the
kibbutz the group visited, Dobelle feared
the dangerous consequences whichsuch
a division could bring.
Harry, was remarkedly different than
the general Israeli sentiment. Harry's
reaction was "pure." While some Israe-
lis gave immediate thought to the
assassination's effect on the peace pro-
cess, Harry was solely concerned with
the loss of human life. He could not
comprehend the taking of another
person's life as a way to resolve differ-
ences. Harry innocently asked his father,
"Why didn't they just talk to him?" He
thenstormed into a police station located
along the main street and demanded
"What are you doing about this?"
Though Dobelle's first impression
of the Israelis was that the Israeli people
were unemotional, Dobelle noticed a
change as the evening progressed. The
change in sentiment was linked to the
realization that the assassin was a Jew.
The assassin, Yigal Amir, said that
God willed the assassination. He told
authorities, "I acted alone on God's or-
ders andlhave no regrets." Other funda-
mentalists agree with Amir's conviction
that he was justified in his actions. In
response to this, Kiener remarked, "They
hear a God that says 'thou shalt kill.' I
don't know this God. He is not my God.
> They need to be stopped."




Around Trinity is trying to recall everything
. that happened this weekend and is having some
trouble. AT is pretty sure there was an Eighties
party on Friday...Was that a tree dancing in the
Washington room? Were those Jams? And muscle
shirts? Around Trinity would have been very put
out if someone was brave enough to break out the
parachute pants. Theadfor thepartyread "Good
Brew," right? Can anyone say false advertising?
There also seemed to be some sort of dis-
puted vomitingbetween TC AC and a certain club
in the Alumni Lounge. Around Trinity thinks
that sort of thing should remain unclaimed...Did
many people make it to late night on Friday?
Around Trinity can't recall.
Hmm, Saturday...Festival of Lights. Lots
and lots of dressy people. Lots and lots of hard
drinks. Lots and lots of really hard drinks. Did
many people make it to late night? Around Trinity
is really foggy on that one too.
Perspective For Prospectives
Remember the last time you were admitted
to a Trinity party absolutely free of charge? AT
has been informed thatprospectivestudents were
admitted to the Cotton Club party without a
cover charge. Perhaps this is a great way to get the
pre-Frosh into the college experience. It is also
pretty misleading to all the students who will
-decide to matriculate here. l ike all things in life;
the Trini ty party scene is pay as you play. They'll
never know what hit 'em.
Waterless Fountain
The residents of Goodwin, who were kept
awake for weeks by the installation of the foun-
tain in front of the dorm will be happy to know
that it still doesn't work. Rumor has it that while
the Class of '93 was generous enough to provide
the fountain, the college was not as inclined to
provide the water. AT would like to sympathize
for the residents who put up with.the sawing,
banging and drilling that went into producing the
'gift.' Don't worry, the water will show up when
the pipes have frozen.
Truckin'
As indicated by the tracks on the quad, four-
wheeling is the new winter sport on campus.
Those of you with four-wheel-drive vehicles, that's
about half of the college community, are now
welcome to try your stuff around the bishop,
Tryouts end when the college can find a way to
keep you all off of the lawn.
Thanksgiving Thoughts...
Around Trinity would like to make a few
suggestions for everyone on this Thanksgiving
Holiday: 1) Watch the Thanksgiving Day Foot-
ball Game. It's tradition, dammit! 2) Don't tell
your family anything about finals, papers, or
responsibility in general. You have enough wor-
ries come grade time. 3) Boycott cranberry fla-
vored Jello. 4) When anyone asks you what
you've learned this semester, tell them "33" is the
year the horse on the bottle won the Kentucky
Derby.. 5) Don't starve yourself before the big
meal. Prep that stomach! Eat'til you sweat! 6)
The words "dish time" are an invitation to sneak
out back for a smoke or to feign illness. 7) Sleep
like you've never slept before, and then tell your




The Wadsworth Athenaeum is displaying Shaker.
The Art of Craftsmanship with furniture and decorative
arts from America's Shaker community. For more
information call 278-2670.
Through Dec. 7th
The 2nd Annual IDP Art Extravaganza is on display
at Mather Art space.
Through Dec. 22nd
Presence, a multimedia exhibition featuring vari-
ous artist, is on display at the Real Art Ways in Hart-
ford . The exhibit features illuminating physical echoes
of human presence. For more information call 232-
1006.
Through Dec. 22nd
Charles A. Platt excelled as a painter, etcher,
landscape designer and architect for five decades. The
William Benton Museum of Art at University of Con-
necticut exhibits Shaping an American Landscape: the Art
and A rchitecture of Charles A. Platt which encompasses
the full range of Platt's work. For more information call
486-4520.
Through Dec. 24th
Farmington Valley Arts Center is exhibiting The
Art of Giving/The Giving of Art. For more information
call 678-1867.
PERFORMANCES
November 28th and 29th 8:00 p.m.
Michael Lankester conducts Glazunov's roman-
tic Violin Conerto, performed by the 17-year-old Leila
Josefowicz atTheBushnell. The program also includes
Debussy's ha Mer and composition of Sir Michael
Tippett. Admission: $14-41. For more information call
(203)246-6807.
Saturday, Dec. 2nd 4:00,8:00 p.m.
CONCORA, Connecticut Choral Artists will
present its annual Christmas concert at English Gothic
chapel of St. Thomas Seminary in Bloomfield. They
will perform music from the Latin Renaissance, Early
Baroque and recent works.
Saturday, Dec. 2nd 1:00 p.m.
The Nields are playing in Northwest Park, Windsor
on Dec. 2nd and Hartford First Night on Dec. 31st. Call
(203) 628-5597 for tickets and more information.
Saturday, Dec. 2nd 8:00 p.m.
Hartford Symphony Orchestra and The Hartford
Chorale present Handel's Messiah at The Bushnell.
Admission: $14-41. For more information call (203)246-
6807.
Through Dec. 16th
Hartford Stage is performingIy4l'«'(Yo'Unc/e.'T/!e
New Jack Revisionist UncleTom's Cabin. This production
retells Stoew's novel from a '90's Afrocentric perspec-
tive.
Widener Gallery
Thursday Nov. 2nd - Sunday Dec. 10th
Trinity College's Department of Fine Arts presents Visiting Professor in Studio Arts Nathan Margalit's Fragments in
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. They feature paintings and works on paper.
Monday, Nov. 20th 8:00 p.m
The Department of Modern Languages and the Center Artists Series presents an one-woman show by Reine-
Marguerite Bayle. She captures the essence of Paris - the only city in the world where our dreams are never disappointed
by reality. ' :
Nov. 30th and Dec. 2nd 8:00 p.m.
The Dance Club of the Department of Theater and Dance presents an array of student choreographed works in
Autumn Ambles. A new work by guest choreographer, Sarah Franklin of the Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble, will be
performed, . .
Unzipped Sun 2:30; Sun - Tue 7:30 p.m.
(1995) Director: Douglas Keeve. With Issac Mizrahi, Linda Evangelista, Cindy Crawford, Sandra Bernhardt, Naomi
Campbell and other. A fabulous insiders' take on the world of height fashion and the high-energy of Issac Mizrahi in
particular. Beginning as the designer is suffering from lukewarm reviews, it shows him hunting down the influences
behind his triumphant "94 comeback - Nanook of the North and Mary Tyler Moore, just for a start. Campy, wired and
wonderful, Mizrahi is an emblematic New York artist, surrounded by supermodels, his Mon and Sandra Bernhardt. The
excellent mix of intimate black and white photography and gleaming color is the work of Ellen Kraus, talented
cinematograph of Swoon and upcoming I Shot Andy Warhol. 82 min.
The Postman (II Postino) Wed - Sat 7:30 p.m.
(Italy, 1995) Directed by Michael Radford. Written by Anna Pavignano, Radford, Furio and Giacomo Scarpelli and
Troisi. Based on the novel by Antonio Skarmeta. Cast: Massimo Troisi, Philippe Noiret, Maria Grazia Cucinotta. One of
the most warmly received films in recent years returns for a special holiday engagement, // Postino's story is inspired by
the exile of Chilean poet Pablo Neruda on a remote Italian island, with the addition of a fictional postman who is a
dissatisfied and lonely villager with the job of delivering Neruda's mail. The two men's unequal relationship turns into
a poignant friendship between mentor and student. Massimo Troisi gives a masterful and bittersweet performance as a
supposedly simple man searching for poetry in his own life. 113 min.
Canadian Bacon Fri, Sat 9:50 p.m.
(1995) Written and directed by: Michael moore, Cinematographer: Haskell Wexler. Cast: John Candy, Alan Alda,.
Rhea Perlman, Rip Torn. Good news for everyone going through withdrawal from Michael Moore's TV Nation! The
director of Roger St Me has made a second full-length film with his trademark political satire alive and kicking. Canadian
Bacon has as its premise that an American president (Alda), looking to drum up some support in the polls, creates a
groundswell of patriotic fervor by casting Canada in the role of our deadly enemy. (Any resemblance to Operation Desert
Storm is intended.) John Candy breezes through one of his last great roles as the Sheriff at Niagara Falls, doing his
stumbling best to keep put the (supposed) Canadian marauders, 94 min,
Unstrung Heroes Sun 2:30; Mon, Tue 7:30
(1995) Director: Diane Keaton. Screenplay by Richard La Gravenese, based on the book by Franz Lidz. CastrAndie
MacDowell, John Turturro, Michael Richards, Maury Chaykin, Nathan Watt. Diane Keaton's second film as a director
(after Heaven) radiates a sense of compassion and a strong appreciation of the absurd. Based on the colorful memories of
Franz Lidz, it opens in the early 60's as a young boy's world is upended when his mother gets cancer. Unable to deal with
her illness, he goes to stay with two wildly eccentric uncles: the conspiracy fanatic Danny. (Michael Richards) and Arthur
(Maury Chaykin), an obsessive collector of rubber balls. With their unconventional support, the boy learn to sing
"L'Internationale," rediscovers his Jewish roots, and comes to terms with his impending loss. 93min.
: cotnpliedby Christine McCarthy McMorris'79
, #
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LECTURES
Monday, Nov. 27th 4:15 p.m.
The Shelby Cullom Davis Endowment and the
Public Policy Studies Program will sponsor a lecture
titled The Political Economy of Corruption in Italy &
Lessons for Latin America given by Silvia Colazingari
and Susan Rose-Ackerman of Yale Law School and
World Bank. This lecture will b held in Seabury 9-17.
Wednesday, Nov. 29th 7:30 p.m.
The Latin American/SpanishFilm series will play
Mama cumple cien anos (Mama Turns One Hundred) in
Life Science Auditorium. This film is an ironic allegory
of Spain during its transition from dictatorship to
democracy in the seventies.
Wednesday, Dec. 6th 7:30 p.m.
Los olvidados (The Forgotten One) and Un chien
andalou (An Andalusian Dog) will be shown in Life
Science Auditorium. This showing is a part of the Latin
American/Spanish Film series. The Forgotten One ex-
plores the lives of young people growing up on the
streets in metropolis. An Andalusian Dog is made at the
height of the Avant-Garde movement that "attempts
to make our dear eyes see that which, though not
existing, is nevertheless as intense as that which ex-
ists." (Breton)
Thursday, Dec. 7th 12:15 p.m.
The Women's Center is sponsoring a discussion
on Feminist Legal Theory and the Law of Sexual Harass-
ment: An Update with Dr. Renny Fulco, Senior Lecturer
of Women's Studies, This is a part of the Lunch Series
that will be held in the Women's Center.
Recruiting Preview
The Career Counseling Center is holding a Re-
cruiting Preview session on Tuesday, Nov. 28th in the
Alumni Lounge at 4:00 p.m.
Recruiting Briefing
The career Counseling Center is also sponsoring
New York Recruiting Consortium Briefing in McCook
Auditorium at 6:15 p.m. on Tuesday, Dec 5th. All
NYRC participants are required to attend the Inter-
viewing Workshop at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec.
6th in Rittenberg Lounge.
Insect Exhibit
: Through Dec. 31 St., the Science Center of Con-
necticut is exhibiting Insect Zoo - Arachnids Too! For
more information call (203) 231-2824.
Poetry Contest
The National Library of Poetry will award 250
poets in the North American Open Poetry Contest.
Send ONE original poem to The National Library of
Poetry,11419CronridgeDr.,P.O.Box 704-1942, Owings
Mills, MD 21117. Entries must be postmarked by
December 31,1995.
Tripod Elections 8:00 p.m.
Anyone intersted in working for The Tripod next
semester should come to the Tripod office in the base-
ment of Jackson Dormitory. Nominations will be held
for editorial staff, business staff and photography staff.
The Tripod is also looking for people interested in
writing for any section. No experience necessary..
ALT, B E
Monday, Nov. 20th
11:00 p.m. Borders Books in Manchester is
celebrating the release of the
Beatles' Anthology Volume I. The
party will include a preview of
Free as a Bird, giveaways and free
"mop top" haircuts.
Friday, Nov. Z4th
8:00 p.m. AN INSPECTOR CALLS at the
Bushnell. An All Star Cast! Tick-
ets $20 in the Student Activities
Office.
Thursday, Nov. 30th
11:00 p.m. BEETLE JUICE in the Cave. Al-
ways a good movie to see.
Friday, Dec. 1st
8:00 p.m. JAMES BOND MARATHON in
the Cave. The real one's with
Sean Connery, not the lame Timo-
thy Dalton movies!
10:00 p.m. COMEDYINTHEBISTRO. These




FORMAL in the Cave. A TCAC
favorite! Tickets $7 advance/$10
at the door.
10:00 p.m. SENIOR SNOWBALL SEMI-
FORMAL in the Washington
Room. Look for details!
«, £ a, i-
frais
Send Your AniT-ouncement to
Tfie Tripod -— Box 702582.DoYOUhaveB4R77£Sor
MEETINGS you want
EVERYBODY Or drop them off at the Announcement
Submission folder
Chapel Happenings
E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Ave. next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 p.m.
For more information call 232-2820
Assassins (R) 7:00 9:40
Three Wish (PG) 7:15
Never Talk to Strangers (R) 9:30
S h o w c a s e C i n e m a * - 3250 Berlin Turnpike, Newington
Price: $3.50 before 6:00 p.m.; $5.50 all other shows
For more information call 666-1401.
The following showtimes are for Monday, Nov. 20 -Thursday, Nov. 23
Never Talk to Strangers (R) 9:35
Three Wishes (PG) 7:20
Assassins (R) 7:00 9:30
Dead Presidents (R) 7:10 9:20
S h o w c a s e C i n e m a * - 936 Silver Lane, East Hartford
Price: $4.25 before 6:00 p.m.; $7.00 all other shows
For more information call 568-8810.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Nov. 20-Wednesday, Nov. 22
Vampire in Brooklyn (R) 11:35,2:00,4:15,7:40,10:05
Seven (R) 11:45,1:45,4:25, 7:00,9:35
Powder (PG-13) 11:45,2:15,4:45,7:15,9:30
Now and Then (PG-13) 11:30,1:50,4:10,7:00
It Takes Two (PG) 11:5,2:25,5:10,7:50,10:00
How to Make an American Quilt (PG-13) 4:35,7:15,9:40
Home for the Holidays (PG-13) 11:25,2:05,4:40,7:55,10:20
Golden Eye (PG-13) 11:00,1:00,1:40,4:20, 4:40, 7:35, 7:55,10:20
Gold Diggers (PG) 12:00,2:20 • • •
Get Shorty (R) 12:10,2:30,4:55,7:30,10:10
Fair Game (R) 9:20
Copycat (R) 11:20,1:55,4:30,7:25,9:55
The American President (PG-13) 11:05,1:30,4:00, 7:20,9:50
Ace Ventura #2 (PG-13) 11:10,12:30,1:20,2:40,3:30,4:50,5:30, 7:10,9:25,10:00
For Showcase Cinema in Burlington, East Hartford, East Windsor and Newington Student Voucher Tickets are
available in Student Activities Office for $3. All times subject to change. Please call the theater to confirm the movie
time before attending. Call the theater for more information.
Tuesday, Nov. 28th
5:30 p.m. Choral Evensong
Wednesday, Nov. 29th
12:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass.
Crypt Chapel




1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist
The Rev. William Starr, Chaplain
4:30 p.m. A Festival of Lessons and Carols
•**FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of students are already
earing FREE TRIPS and LOTS.OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Bahams, Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
95-BREAK!
SPRING BREAK — Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers
Parties and More! Organize a small group and earn a
FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
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Antoni Uses Body To Paint
And Perform. At Atheneum
Press Release From the Wadsworth Ath-
eneum
November 9, 1995: TheWadsworth
Atheneum will kick off its winter MA-
TRIX exhibition with a provocative per-
formance by Janine Antoni for her first
U.S... one-person museum exhibition
titled Janine Antoni/MATRIX 129. On
Sundayjanuary 7,1996, at 2p.ni., Antoni
will present the first U.S. public perfor-
mance of Loving Care, during which she
mops the gallery floor with her hair. The
performance of Loving Care, will be open
neously twists the artistic heritage of
abstract painting (with particular refer-
ence to the work of Yves Klein and Jack-
son Pollock) and reclaims a somewhat
dismissed feminist heritage (feminist art
of the 1970's).
Antoni chose to premiere this per-
formance of Loving Care at the
Wadsworth Atheneum, in part, because
of artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles, who
performed a piece titled Maintenance Art
at the Atheneum in 1973. For this dra-
matic and widely-influential perfor-
mance, Ukeles cleaned the front steps of
Antoni's art transforms ordinary activities — eating,
cleaning, bathing, washing and sleeping — into artistic
processes. In Loving Care, Antoni ritualistically
"paints" or "mops" the floor with her own hair and sev-
eral bottles of Loving Care hair dye.
to the public, who are invited to share the
gallery space with the artist as she begins
the performance. Others may view the
live-action piece via a monitor set up in
an adjoining gallery. Antoni's floor cre-
ation, along with two additional pieces,
will be on view in the MATRIX gallery
until April 28,1996.
Antoni's art transforms ordinary
activities — eating, cleaning, bathing,
washingand sleeping—into arristicpro-
cesses. In Loving Care, Antoni ritualisti-
cally "paints" or "mops" the floor with
her own hair and several bottles of Lov-
ing Care, hair dye. As Antoni mops
viewers out of the room, she literally
claims the museum space for her activ-
ity. Loving Care equates women's work
— and undervalued labor—with paint-
ing, or high art By calling the viewer's
the museum, mopped and dusted the
principal exhibition spaces and con-
cluded by cleaning a vitrine. Loving Care
resonates with Ukeles work and the his-
tory of reclaiming so-called "women's
work" in the context of fine art.
"I use everyday activity to imitate
basicfine art rituals as chiseling (withmy
teeth), painting (with my hair and eye-
lashes), modeling and molding (with my
own body). In terms of material, I use
materials which are appropriate to each
activity." Antoni fuses the performance
process, inspired perhaps by her study
of dance, with a conceptual approach to
sculpture, creating a new kind of body
art. Her sculptures are not only hand-
made, they are also created by her body.
This allows, in an abstract way, for Antoni
to endow her work with her personal
4 & t ' W f ' W ' t e 'Ay
have been established by art history and
social definitions of women and beauty,
Antoni throws both assumptions into
question, Antoni's creation simulta-
her own body as a point of departure to
examine the ways in which women are
positioned in our society, in terms of art





On Wednesday, Trinity's own Judy
Dworin Performance Ensemble offered a
three-part series of dance works-in-
progress in Seabury 47. The student
dancers performed compositions cho-
reographed by Sarah Franklin, Alison
Malloy and KC Chen in the cramped
room as the audience sat on the floor,
watching. The three choreographers
had to tally differentstyles, which made
the evening interesting.
Franklin's piece was first; she ex-
plained that she had been concerned
with the concept of doorways in her
life, and having to use unconventional
methods to break down doors closed to
her, when she put the movements to-
gether. The dancers formed barriers
with their bodies, forcing another
dancer behind them to push their locked
arms apart and get through. The pro-
cess was repeated, with different varia-
tions on the same theme.
One part of this composition that
everyone in the audience seemed to
especially enjoy was the moment when
all of the dancers joined hands to form
a long line which rippled as they moved,
one after another. One of the perform-
ers told me later that this movement
had been added by Franklin at the last
minute. Franklin had said before the
performance that she was feeling frus-
trated about how to finish the piece.
The second performance was a tril-
ogy of brief themed pieces, choreo-
graphed by Alison Malloy, This was a
very sensual dance. The male-female,
female-female pairs of dancers did not
to be touching each other in some way.
The final and third movement focussed
on Malloy herself as a lone character in
the drama. Dressed, mostly in Saran
wrap, she performed against a back-
ground of more cellophane, held up
by two other female dancers. Her
movements seemed to evoke a feeling
of desperation, with a dramatic end-
ing.
KC Chen's composition was a




and KC Chen in the
cramped room as the audi-
ence sat on the floor,
watching.
completely differentexperience. Danc-
ing by herself, accompanied on piano
and drums by two instrumentalists,
she impressed everyone in the audi-
ence with the speed of her movements.
She whirled across the room and
seemed to be running all the time be-
cause she moved so fast. Her piece was
made up of quick, intricate, fluid move-
ments. It was probably the most fun to
watch of all three pieces because of her
skill at this type of dance.
The performances were followed
by a question-and-answer period, de-
signed to help the three choreogra-
phers in further revisions of their
works-in-progress. This session pro-
vided helpful audience feedback on
problem spots and favorite gestures or
moods of die pieces.
This performance was sponsored
Dance and the Dean of Faculty. To-
night, Cihj of Dreams: Paris In Prose
And Poetry will be performed in
Goodwin Theater at 8 p.m.
lAin'iYo' Uncle: Modern Social Commentary on Historical Novel
BY LAURA BLACKWELL &
LISA HARRISON
Arts Writers
Robert Alexander's, I Ain'tYo'Uncle,
the "new jack revisionist Uncle Tom's
Cabin" is now playing at the Hartford
Stage. Offering a new perspective on
Harriet Beecher Stowe's classic novel, I
Ain't Yo' Uncle addresses age old issues
in a contemporary and upbeat fashion.
Breaking down stereotypes created
by Stowe, Alexander seeks to reshape
common attitudes toward the black ex-
perience in post-slavery America.
I Ain't Yo' Uncle is clearly a black
perspective on race relations and sla-
very, justas Uncle Tom's Cabin illustrates
the white viewpoint. Though the play
breaks down the Stowe stereotype of the
black man as a shuffling dullard who
caters to the white man, it reinforces
feelings of modern white supremacy and
black power. While liberating slaves
from their mindless stereotypes,
Alexander's work Shackled whites to- a
blanket image of tyranny, oppression,
and prejudice,
The play itself was presented in a
lively, innovative fashion. An abstract
set, and non-conventional costumes set
the tone for this highly entertaining and
humorous production. This use of masks
in I Ain't Yo' Uncle was brilliant. By
haying black actors wear white masks,
Montgomery sets up an interesting dy-
namic, Itcanconveyseveralmessagesto
the audience. For one, the use of cross
racial masks contributed to an ironic tone
and exaggerated each character's racial
and societal status.
It also pronounced the importance
and actions of race, ins tead of the contro-
versial use of "black face" on white ac-
tors that has been used in several pro-
ductions to accentuate the issue of race.
Hartford Stage's production deals with
this issue much more inriovatively and
provocatively.
Directed by Reggie Montgomery,
the director of Spunk, performed at the
Hartford Stage last spring, uses audi-
ence interaction effectively. As was the
case in his direction of Zora Neale
Hurston's Spunk, the actors spoke to the
crowd, often touching or singling out
audience members. This practice added
to the liveliness, but also the closeness of
the material.
Quite often the actors referred to the
"white folks" and the "black folks" in the
audience. They compared how the two
groups would react differently to the
samescene. These comparisons brought
laughter initially, but evoked serious
thought from many of the audience mem-
bers. For instance, in one scene, Uncle
Tom was carrying the dying daughter of
his master and he says to the audience,
"Now all you white folks are getting out
your handkerchiefs and cryin' and all
you black folks are sayin, 'drop the
bitch!'."
This was one of the more humorous
lines, but at the end of the production the
two groups in the audience are directly
asked to contemplate African Americans
in modern society. There is an on-going
interplay between the present and the
past in 1 Ain't Yo' Uncle, and although
that factor is somewhat confusing in the
first act, it serves to remind the audience
that the story of African-Americans is
not only a historical topic. It is forever
being rewritten and re-lived.
The play was both amusing and
shocking, audience members finding
themselves simultaneously entertained,
HARTFORD STAGE
intimidated, and offended. Intense au-
dience interaction enabled play-goers to
relate to the African American experi-
ence as it has existed since the days of
slavery.
The Hartford Stage Company pre-
sented a quality adaptation of Stowe's
novel. Shedding new light on a timeless
issue, 1 Ain't Yo' Uncle put a fresh per-
spective on race relations today.
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The American President Surprisingly Punriy And Warm
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Arts Editor
This past Thursday, Cinestudio had
one of their free preview movies. The
movie they showed is one that is out in
the movie theater's right now, and is
new, so it should be around for a while.
It was The American President, starring
Michael Douglas and Annette Benning.
Directed by Rob Reiner, The story is
about the president of the United States
who is getting prepared for the upcom-
ing election. He is trying to figure out
wha t bills to put through, when Benning,
a lobbyist for an environmental organi-
zation comes to the White House. By
blundering and making a fool of herself,
she wins the president over. Against
much opposition, the two start dating,
and the rest of the movie deals with their
romance. The main issues that surface
have to do with the President's reelec-
tion and how his love affair with Benning
will hurt his votes.
While the story line was predictable
and the characters fairly generic, the ac-
tors brought life to this movie. Annette
Benning is endearing in her half tough,
half tongue-tied manner of speaking to
the President. She has an elegant pres-
ence and a lovely smile that makes the
audience immediately attached to her.
Michael Douglas was equally funny and
interesting. He did not play the typical
hard ball, untouchable character he usu-
ally plays.
Douglas was warm and friendly and
quite amusing. While he was not re-
sponsible for the good writing, he cer-
tainly carried off his lines with gusto. It
was partially the facial expressionsof the
two main characters that made them so
good. Both smiled and made eye contact
in a way that showed a chemistry be-
tween them. I really believed the two
were in love, which 1 don't always feel
when I see a couple in a movie. They
were believable.
One worry I had when I found out
that Douglas had a daughter, was that
she would become the typical pouty kid
who gets angry when their parent dates
someone new. This girl, however, was
thrilled withher father's girlfriend. They
spent time together, eating dinner and
playing Scrabble. This added to the
movie, and again, made the characters
seem believable and very likable.
The movie ended very predictably,
but left the audience feeling happy. It
was apparent from the loud cheers and
applause in the theater, that Trinity liked
this movie. Throughout, there were
chuckles and a particularly loud roar
when Benning stated that she would be
leaving to go to Hartford, the insurance
capital of the world.
There have been a million movies
with the basic plot of man and woman
meeting under adverse circumstances,
falling in love, breaking up, and coming
back together. This movie was not new.
It was, however, a new type of character.
The lines were the same, but they were
funny. Douglas and Benning were amus-
ing in their interchanges. Benning and
her sister (who she lived with) were hi-
larious as they discussed Benning's up-
coming date with the president.
The American President was one of
those movies that I left feeling happy and
warm inside. Nothing was unpleasant
or negative about the movie. The cast
was unusually good for this type of
movie, making it high on my list of favor-
ite romantic comedies.
It is still out in the movie theaters, so
if you missed it at Cinestudio, go catch it
at Silver Lanes, or at home over Thanks-
giving break. It is guaranteed to make
you happy.
Alumnus Patrick O'Connell Returns For "Day Without Art"
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Editor
Trinity alumnus Patrick O'Connell
'75, will be back on campus December 1
for "Day Without Art", an exhibition
with the artistic statements made about
AIDS featured in "Day Without Arts",
have helped to unite the artistic commu-
nity to educate the public about AIDS.
O'Connell, the founder and former
director of Visual AIDS joins Andrea
The art exhibitions on December 1 will include locked
galleries, darkened spaces, shrouded artwork, and special
installations, performances, and exhibitions.
Patrick O'Connell will lead "Day Without Art" on December 1 in
Goodwin theater.
CLAY DEBEVOISE
and conversation concentrating on AIDS
activism and awareness. "Day Without
Art" is actually an international day of,
"action and mourning in response to the
global AIDS crisis".
The art exhibitions on December 1
will include locked galleries, darkened
spaces, shrouded artwork, and special
installations, performances, and exhibi-
tions.
The wearing of the red ribbon, now
a popular symbol of support of the vic-
tims of AIDS and their caregivers, along
Miller-Keller, the Emily Hall Tremaine
Curator of Contemporary Art at the
Wadsworth, Jay Anderson, Curator of
the galleries atReal Art Ways, and Bartlett
Sher, Associate Director of the Hartford
Stage Company to discuss their lives and
work in the arts.
The discussion will be moderated
by Jeffrey Walker and is presented by
Center Artists Series and EROS. The
discussion and exhibition will be held on
Friday, December 1 at7p.m. inGoodwin
Theater.
Write for the Arts SecfionD
Elections are now MM held for
semester, Come
tonifiht in the basement
or call Amy K2640 or
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Golden Eye: Best 007 Yet
BY JEFF CROSS
Arts Writer
"You don't need to hold the gun on
me, Commander."
"That all depends on your defini-
tion of safe sex."
—Xenia Onatopp and James Bond
If you've been going through with-
drawal symptoms due to the lack of James
The film kept all the little nuances
required of an outing with Bond, such as
the obligatory scene with Q (Desmond
Llewelyn, as always) in which we get a
new Bondmobile and a hand grenade
built into a retractable pen—three clicks
of the button and the bad guys are hav-
ing brunch with Satan four seconds later.
There is also the cheap humor, such
as Bond demanding that his CIA contact
Jack Wade (Joe Don Baker) show him an
identifying tattoo on his hip, the myste-
This was one of the best movies I've seen in my life. It
kept you begging for more even though it seemed like it
was just one massive gunfight after another.
Bond in your life, kiss 'em good-bye.
Pierce Brosnan carries on the legacy of
Agent 007 extremely well in Golden Eye,
GoldenEye is a Cold War-era Soviet
orbital electromagnetic pulse cannon
capable of frying electronic circuitry into
irreparable junk. It was commandeered
by renegade Russian hard-liners led by
Bond's old partner Alec Trevelyan 006
(Sean Bean, Patriot Games). He also has
help from Xenia Onatopp, (Famke
Jannsen, Star Trek: The Next Generation) a
black widow-esque former fighter pilot
witha tendency to crush a man's rib cage
with her thighs, in a huge plot to exact
re vengeonEnglandformurdering Nazi-
collaborating Cossacks who were 006's
parents.
One of the problems that has arisen
is that the theft of the controller chip
from a satellite operating post in
Severnaya, Russia which resulted in the
summary machine-gunning of all the
technicians there lefta witness, program-
mer Natalya Simonova (Izabella
Scorupco), who is picked up by one of
England's orbiting spy satellites.
rious women with double-entendre
names, ("Stay 'Onatopp' of things, 007.")
the irrepressible Bond wit (007 slams
Xenia around a steam room for a few
minutes, throws her on the floor, aims a
gun at her and says "No no no. No more
foreplay.") and a sequence right out of
San Diego's headlines when Bond steals
a Russian tank to go charging around St.
Petersburg after Natalya's kidnappers,
smashing through buildings and tractor
trailers with a statue of a winged horse
on the turret at one point. Bond even has
the audacity to ask Valentin Zukovsky,
(Robbie Coltrane) an ex-KGB agent who
007 shot in the knee and stole his wife, to
arrange a meeting with the hardliners'
leader.
This was one of the best movies I've
seen in my life. It kept you begging for
more even though it seemed like it was
just one massive gunfight after another,
complete with impossible stunts like
Bond bungee jumping off a dam and
then skydiving after a getaway plane
thatjustwentovera cliff. Goseeitmany,
many times.
Concert Choir Performs Dona
Nobis Pacetn This Past Weekend
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Editor
The Trinity College Concert Choir
performed Dona Nobis Pacem this past
Friday and Saturday night. For thoseof
you who are unfamiliar with thisphrase
it translates as, "grant us peace". Dona
Nobis Pacem , the performance, is the
creation of composer Ralph Vaughan
Williams.
Written in 1936, Williams was re-
sponding to Hitler's and Mussolini's
militaristic movements in Europe. This
collection of music was a preface, and
perhaps even a warning, of World War
II.
chapel only added to the concert's ap-
peal. Getting students to actually visit
the chapel is difficult, and it is a shame,
for it is one of the most beautiful build-
ings in the area. This concert drew a
large crowd into the chapel and the
sounds that filled it made it seem even
more grandiose. The classical tone of
the music echoed throughout the chapel
and stmckits listeners, atmore than one
instance, with certain awe.
Solo singers were Michael Motch
'97, Jennifer Potter '97, and Richard
Guerriere '96. Each singer sung out
above the orchestra and choir with
amazing clarity and ease. Every mem-
ber of Trinity's concert choir performed
superbly and professionally this week-
Having the performance in the chapel only added to the
concert's appeal...The classical tone of the music echoed
throughout the chapel and struck its listeners, at more
than one instance, with certain awe.
There are three sections to this col-
lection; the most moving and concen-
trated upon being the middle section
which includes three Walt Whitman
poems. The pieces focused upon in
section two highlighted both voice and
music. Along with the Whitman po-
ems, there were several excerpts from
the Bible set to music.
As a listener, I found this section of
the performance exceptionally capti-
vating. The overwhelming talent of
both the concert choir and the orchestra
was definitely striking. Conducted by
ProfessorGeraldMoshell, the choir and
orchestra performance was first rate.
Having the performance in the
end; they should allbe proud as should
weforhavingthem represent our school,
Dona Nobis Pacem is the third per-
formance in the series being performed
this year: "A Season of Soldiering: Mu-
sic, Theater, and War." Second semes-
ter, in continua lion of this series, will be:
Passion, Stephen Sondheim's latest mu-
sical, Johnny Johnson, a Kurt Weill musi-
cal, and Gideon Pollach's '96 Senior
Recital.
The next musical performance com-
ing upatTrinityisLessons Recital which
features the students in the Private Les-
sons Program and in Chamber En-
sembles. This show will be on Decem-
ber 10 at 3 p.m. in Garmarvy Hall.
The Hottest Spring Break Destination on the Planet!
Cancun, Mexico
$399*
Other Super Value Properties Include:
Best Buy: Suites Brisas Spring Break Ail-Inclusive includes 3 buffet h e a l s da i lyand lirnited beverages! . , , ...:.,, $629.00
Great Value: Mex Hotel on the same strip as Oasis,this party hotel is what great Spring Breaks areanade of,.. ; .J $539.00
Most Popular Spring Break Hotel; Oasis Hotel with its 1/4 mile swimming pool with swim up bars and 1,000 rooms... $629.00
Above Rates are Per Person Quad Occupancy. Gall for other,great hotel selections! ;
Your Trip includes VTP. Exclusive Benefits! lAbout College Tours
• Roundtrip Air
• Roundtrip Transfers on location
• 7 nights accommodations
• The most outrageous College
Tours exclusive parties daily
and nightly!
• All hotel taxes and gratuities.
• The time of your life! . ,
• For College Tours Students only!
• Free-Private Cocktail Parties at
the hottest clubs!
4 Our Exclusive"Beach Blowout
Party"-3 Hours of Free Drinks,
Dancing and Dining!
• Free Spring Break T-Shirt!
• Enter your team in our $10,000.
Dos Equis Volleyball Challenge!
• 28th year in Business
• Only Nationwide Student Tour
Operator.
• Over 3 70,000 Satisfied Travelers.
• Fully Accredited and Insured.
• Escrow Protected Payments.
• Professional American Staff and
office on location in Cancun.
• 24 Hour Doctor on Call!
•$399 Price is based on quad occupancy at one of our downtown deluxe hotels(Plaza Garibe or Margarita). Prices do not include U.S. and Mexican departure taxes of $36.00. March 9, March 30
and April 6 departure weekends for NYC or Boston add $50.00. All terms and conditions subject to the Operators Tour Participation Agreement which must be signed and.submitted with payment,
Call our office to receive copies. Charter Air Service provided by Miami Air, Northwest, Allegro, and North American Airlines. Funquest Vacations, hit is your Operator. Funds are held in escrow
at BankAmerica, NY. . . . . . . ;
Look for: Our Flyers on Gampus or Gall College TburS at: t (800) 959-4SUM
Space is Limited! Call Today to Reserve your Trip1, Group Discounts Available!
We accept Visa, MasterCard and Discover!
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F&M Pounded By Women's
Squash; Quakers Too Tough
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
The women's squash team has
started its season and is 1-1, after a win
over Franklin & Marshall and a loss to
the University of Pennsylvania this past
Saturday. The Bantams, Trinity's only
female Division I team, trounced No. 11
F & M by a score of 9-0, but then fell to the
Quakers, ranked ninth in the nation.
'"The Perm match really could have
gone either way," said co-captain Lind-
say Conway '96. "The Ivy league teams
are just more match experienced right
now."
Against F & M, Trinity won con-
vincingly even though only players in
positions 5-14 competed. The Pioneers
refused to play on Trinity's wide courts
so the top 4 players were bumped from
the line-up. It appeared that F&M did
not consider itself ready to lay on the
larger surface area. The Bantams were
excited and proud to have won their first
regular season match.
"Playing on the wider courts re-
quires better conditioning," said head
coach Wendy Bartlett "Many schools
have plans to implement them."
After their 10a.m. match with the
Pioneers, the Bantams took the courts at
2pm to take on UPenn. Coming off an
upset of third-ranked Princeton, the
Quakers beat the Bantams, 5-4. Although
UPenn has freshman playing at three of
its top four spots, the Bantams lost three
of those matches. The notable matches of
the afternoon were in the 1, 4, 5, and 9
spots. Serena Carbonell '98 tried to use
her experience to beat Perm freshman
Jessica DiMauro, but DiMauro, a Toronto
native and once a top-ranked Canadian
junior player,
Sarah Burbank '96's dose 3-2 loss at num-
ber 8, Amanda Tucker '98's 3-0 win at
number 10, and Keating's win at number
11.
"Any loss is disheartening, but this
close loss now couldn't have come at a
better time," said Bartlett. "Now we know
what to work and focus on for future
matches. This loss has made us tougher."
The Bantams' first two matches come
after three weeks of tough preseason
workouts and playing well in an exhibi-
tion tournament. With a schedule fea-
turing many nationally-ranked teams,
the.Bantams must be prepared for the
tough competition it will face this sea-
son.
"Overall I am pleased with the self
discipline that this team has," said
Bartlett. "To have a winning record we
ha ve to be physically fit and based on our
performance so far, we have done that."
Last season, the Bantams ended up
in4thplaceoutof26schools/sandwiched
between Princeton and Williams, in the
USWISRA. They did lose three players
to graduation, including AU-American
Kate Whitmore, but their eyes are now
set on the future. They only had a 9-
match season last winter, with 6 wins
and 3 losses, yet they have now increased
their schedule to 14 regular season
matches. They will continue to compete
in the prestigious Howe Cup at Yale and
the Intercollegiate Championships this
season as well.
This year's team is captained by
Conway, who is playing in the 9th spot,
and second team ail-American Young,
who is at number two. "Carolyn and
Lindsay have already been doing a super
job. Their leadership skills have been
benefiting the whole team," saysBartlett,
strategies to frustrate Carbonell and the
Bantams fell 3 sets to 0.
Paige Vollmer '99, who comes from
Cincinnati, Ohio, with some very strong
Skills, was the Bantams' highest-ranked
winner. Although down 0-2 after two
sets, Vollmer came from behind and won
three sets in a row to clench a 3-2 victory.
Conway also looked impressive,
winning 3-1. At the number-seven spot,
Anne Chick '96 won 3-1. But the wins
did not continue. With the team score
tied 4-4, the match was placed in the
hands of freshman Betsy Paluck. But in
a tough 5 setter, Paluck fell six points to
nine in the fifth set. She showed poise
and concentration and tried her best to
pull out a win, but fell short losing 3-2.
"Betsy played really well," said
Chick. " It is tough having a so much
pressure on you especially when playing
your first few collegiate matches."
Some other results were Carolyn
Young '96's 3-0 loss at number 2, Katie
Reifenheiser '97's 3-0 loss at number 3,
finished with the best record on the team
last season and was placed on the Second
All-American Team. This season looks
promisingforCarbonellbutmovingfrom
second to first in the line-up should be a
challenging task.
Other varsity players include
Reifenheiser, Vollmer, Paluck, Meaghan
O'Malley'96,Chick,andBurbankatspots
three through eight respectively. Sarah
Amon '98, Sarah McGowan '99, Amanda
Wu '99 and Tucker round out the team.
• The USWISRA has made several
changes to the collegiate game. The
league now uses a softer ball and plays 3
out of 5 sets with first to nine points to
win per set. Also league schools have
plans to implement wider courtsbecause
eventually they will be the only squash
courts used in competition.
Trinity's women have a long season
ahead of them with much travel. Their
next matches will be at home against 12
ranked Colby and against 16th ranked
Vassar at Wesleyan on December 2nd.
Men's Squash Eyes Top Ranking
BY AMANDA TUCKER
Sports Writer
The men's squash team enters their
1995-96 season high expectations for an-
other great season. Last year, they had a
record of 11-2 and finished with a top
three national ranking. This year, the
Bantams have seven returning letter win-
ners.
The team will be led by senior cap-
tain Austin Perkins, who played number
three last year. Junior Mike Bittner, is a
two time All-American, who has played
in the number one position since he was
a freshman. Bittner is an athletic player
who overpowers his opponents.
The other returners, who are ex-
pected to help the team are Jon Freeman
'98 who played number four as a fresh-
man last year, Steve Gregg '97, Tosh
Belsinger '97, Chris Newton '97, and
Marshall Pearson '98. Christian Bullit
'96, will return to playing after taking a
year off from school.
Head coach Paul Assaiante is also
looking towards the freshmen. Charlie
Saunders '99 leads the freshman, as he is
currently ranked number four among
U.S. junior players. John Churchill is
also a high ranked junior who will play.
Rounding out the newcomers are Ian
Conway and Andrew Bartle.
Assaiante is in his second season
year after coaching at the United States
Military Academy and at Williams Col-
lege. Assainate has had a positive im-
pact on the program as he has elevated it
to national prominence.
With a promising crop of freshman,
a solid sophomore class, a strong junior
class, and the leadership of two seniors,
the season looks to be as successful as last
year. The mens' first match will be De-
cember 2nd at Tufts. Their first home
match is December 6th against MIT.
Women's Cross-Country Exceeds Early
Expectations; Men Hampered By Injuries
BY JOSHUA H. WATSON
Sports Writer
Although the Bantams finished
eighth in New England in 1994, they
entered the 1995 season with modest
expectations. With the graduation of
all-American Sarah Stuckey '95 and all-
New England selection Alexis Colby
'95, it appeared that Trinity's returning
women runners wouldbe hard-pressed
to match the success of last year.
But the women started off the sea-
son on a strong note with a vi ctory at the
Quinnipiac Invitational. Despite not
havingadominanfcrunner, the Bantams
were able to consistently place well at
meets due to strong team performances.
In their second meet of the season, the
Bantams placed 4th out of 11 teams.
The first six runners for the Bantams all
finished withinoneminuteofeachother.
The team showed continual improve-
ment throughout the season, winning
the Bantam Invitational mid-way
through the season as well as their final
regular season meet against Wesley an.
At the New England Champion-
ships the Bantams finished in 10th place
as a team. Kathrin Phelan '96 finished
her outstanding senior season with a
17th place finish, where she missed
qualifying for the NCAA Division IK
Nationals by only ten seconds.
"We had a very successful season"
said Coach Suitor. "Every one on the
team really stepped it up this year. Our
10th place finish at the New England
Championships was really outstand-
ing," said Suitor adding that "we only
missed 8th place by 13 points."
The Bantams benefited from the
strong leadership of their two senior
captains, Phelan and MerridethMinerd
'96. "Kathrin had a great season," said
head coach George Suitor. "Kathrin is
more of a track runner. This was only
her second season running cross coun-
try and she had a great season. I only
wish that she had another year to run
forour team". Younger runners Liz and
Sonja Worthy '98 and Jill Romano '97
also had very good seasons.
Next season, the Bantams will only
be losing their two senior captains,
Phelan and Minerd. Coach Suitor, who
forsees a strong team for next year com-
mented that "Kim Mendall '99 and
Yolanda Flamino '99 had good fresh-
man years" and that he "expects them
to make the same jump that Sonja and
Liz made in their sophomore seasons."
The Bantam men entered this sea-
son with a strong core of runners and
high hopes. The Bantams opened their
season with a win in the Quinnipiac
Invitational and were having "a good
season until we started losing people,"
said Coach Suitor. Early in the season
the Bantams lost co-captain Etienne
Shanon '96 and Eric Lavigne '98 to inju-
ries. Without two of their top runners,
other runners stepped up in their place.
"JoshOlsen '97, Charles Baker '97
and Rob Johnson '97 all had excellent
seasons" commented Suitor, but the
other runners "just ended up injured,
and that set us back." With the excep-
tion of Shanon, everyone will be return-
ing next year.
16» tflaP
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Monday Night Football Special - $3 Pitchers
Best Special In Town! - No Cover
Wednesday Pint Night
$116 Oz. Drafts, $2 1 B Qz. Drinks
1 O til Close - No Cover
The Funk Is Back Every Thursday




<ClC5jDance Party & Alternative ^
Only $2'Coven--
$1 1 6 Oz. Drafts, $2 1 6 Oz. Drinks
Just 3 minutes off campus. Trinity shuttle available upon request
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Match-Up With UMass-Dartmouth
Favors Women's Swimming, 119-106
Lack Of Male Divers Disastrous In Narrow Loss
backstrokewithatimeof 2:39.99.
„ . „ . . . „ . . , „ „ . . .. i . i MORGAN RISSEL
Captain Caitlin Corbiere '96 swims the freestyle in her
team's win over UMass-Dartmouth on Saturday.
BY ADAM KURKJIAN For the women, a variety of
'" "~~ swimmers helped contribute to
the win. In the long and middle
distance events, sophomore
Alison McBride collected points
in the 1000 freestyle, the 200 in-
dividual medley, and the 500
freestyle. Her 11:55.02 seconds
in the 1000 gave her first place,
while she earned second in the
200IM and 500 backstroke with
times of 2:35.69 and 5:50.05 sec-
onds, respectively. Senior cap-
tain Caitlin Corbiere also had a
strong showingwitha first-place
finish in the 100 butterfly
(1:09.01), and a third place in the
500 freestyle (6:07.06). Junior
Alyson Guild had a fantastic day
in the sprint events, winning
both the 50 (27.13 sec) and 100
(59.74 sec).
Some newcomers also had
impYcSfaivB'Showihgff for Trin-
ity. FreshmanKarynMeyerwon
the women's 200 freestyle in
2:11.12; a race in which Jennifer
Moore '98 placed second, Moore
also placed second in the 200
Sports Writer
Head swimming coach
Amy Williams knew that both
her men's and women's swim
teams could swim well enough
to win meets. But would they
have enough swimmers to col-
lect the points needed to win
against bigger teams?
On Saturday, the Bantams
figured to have an even matchup
againstan equally small UMass-
Dartmouth squad. While the
women came away with a 119-
106 victory, team size played
more of a factor in the men's
side. Since the menhad no divers
to compete, they started the meet
with a 26-0 deficit and lost a
close decision, 108-103.
"J'm proud of the fact that
We ou[-Mvam'(hem on the men's
side,"remarkedcoach Williams,
"but it is disappointing to know
that it was not enough in the
long run. It still goes down as a
defeat."
The women's divers placed
well, with Sara Michel '98 get-
ting third place in both the lm
and 3m competitions. Fresh-
men Erin Christiano and Susan





Many of the participants per-
formed well, including junior
Scott Heidorn. Heidorn won
the 200 with an impressive time
of 1:59.38, and placed second in
the 200 backstroke in 2:21.38.
Junior Tave Fitzpatrick domi-
nated the 50 and 100 freestyle
sprints winning with times of
23.01 seconds and5139 seconds,
respectively. Captain Thomas
Appleton '96 garnered most of
the long distance responsibili-
ties, winning the 1000 in 11:44.14
and winning second in the 200
IM in 2:18.33. Matt Lorenz '97
won the 100butterfly in exciting
fashion, beating out Darren
Dong '99 by a slim, comeback
margin of four hundredths of a
second. MicaelThibault'99 also
contributed for Trinity.
In the relays, the men won,
while the women finished sec-
ond.
Overall, coach Williams
was impressed with the all-
around performance. "UMass-
Dartmouth has been in the wa-
ter six weeks now, compared to
our two," she said. "They might
"lfave^etn .TlTttie "sKaTpgyiJe-"
cause of that, but we will im-
prove as the season continues."
The Bantams next meet will
be at home against Union on
December 5th at 4:00 p.m.
Women's Comeback Falls One Point Short
continued from page 16
Bantams back to within one. On
her team's next trip down the
floor, Canty was fouled and
. made both free throws to give
her team the lead, 63-62.
But on Babson's ensuing
possession, Canty fouled Bea-
ver Kim McBride. The junior for-
ward converted the two free
throws allowing the Beavers to
regain the lead, 64-63.
Trinity's Kara Ryczek '96
then dribbled the ball past
midcourt and exchanged passes
with Sue Lally '96 behind the
three-point arc. With five sec-
onds remaining, Ryczek deliv-
ered a pass to Canty in the post.
But the pass was deflected by a
Babson player, causing a
scramble in the lane as time ran
out. For the Bantams the last
play thwarted its comeback at-
tempt. "We were down 10 and
we could have packed it in,"
said Pine. "But we fought back
and showed some heart."
The game was the season-
opener for both teams. Babson
finished 19-8 in 1994-95 and
qualified for the ECAC tourna-
ment. Last year, the Bantams
beat the Beavers 82-67 in the
Babson Invitational tournament.
InSaturday's game, Babson
shot 49% from the field, while
Trinity hit on only 41% of its
shots. The Bantams
outrebounded the Beavers 38-
24, but were victimized by 22
turnovers. Babson was led by
center Beth Giovannini, who
finished with 20 points on 10-of-
15 shooting. Babson was play-
ing without its top freshman,
6'2" Shannon Campbell, who
was out with an injury.
The Bantams, received fine
play from their guards.
McGlynn had only two points,
but did garner five rebounds,
three steals and a school-record
13 assists. Katherine Anderson
'97, in her first start, had five
points and four assists. Fresh-
man Laurel Earls, playing in her
first collegiate game, had 16
points and shot 4-of-6 from
three-point range. But starting
point guard Ryczek, who was in
foul trouble mos.t of the game,
was rendered ineffective as she
scored, only two points and had
just one assist.
At the forward spot, Trin-
ity got 10 points from Susan
Hockey Tops UMass-Boston
continued from page 16
fust period, including one with
three seconds left in the period.
In the second period Long
propelled the Bantams to a 7-2
lead. He scored twice in the
first five minutes to put the
Bantams ahead to stay. Matt
Clark '96 scored his first goal of
theyoungseason,as didHogan.
The Beacons scored two goals
toward the end of the period to
cul the Bantams' lead to 7-4.
That would turn »ut to be ,
enough as neither team hi ored'
in the third period ^
Following Blair's stellar
performance Friday night,
Pinto made 40 saves against
UMass-Boston to get the win.
The fine play of these two goal-
ies gives Dunham an enviable
decision to make as to his start-
ing goaltender. • -
The Bantam's first home
game is tomorrownightagainst
Fairfield. Over Thanksgiving
Break, the team will play in the
Spurrier Tournament at
Wesleyan University. Their
opening round game pits them
against Amherst.
Wrestling Team Stumbles
BY JOHN DUG AN
Contributing Writer
This past Saturday, the
wrestling team competed in the
Springfield College Invita-
tional. While none of the Ban-
tams placed, the meet was an
important stepping stone for
the young team. The Invita-
tional was comprised of sev-
eral formidable squads, includ-
ing Springfield which just
moved down from the Divi-
sion 1-AA ranks. Most of the
participating teams have been
holding practices since early
October, while Trinity only
began practice in November.
Jay Bangash '97 (1771b.)
recognized the squads poten-
tial, saying, "Coach [Amato]
was very pleased with the in-
tensity we displayed Saturday.
We are a young team and we
need every opportunity we can
to improve."
Jason Walker (1901b.) and
Ty Bookman wrestled well in
the meet. Bookman went up
against an AU-American, but
fared well, losing only by four
points. Ray Jones and Sean
Cooney.
The team entered the meet
without their elected captain
Vass Eliopoulus '96, who has
left the team for academic rea-
sons. While his absence will
be felt, new leaders should
arise to spark the Bantams. The
team is still awaiting the ar-
rival of football players Ray
Jones '97 and Sean Cooney '99.
Jones, injured last year, was
named all-New England in
1993-94.
The Bantams next match
will take place at NYU, with
Western New England and
Rutgers-Camden. This meet,
scheduled for December 2nd,
should be another important
step for this improving team.
Women Win On Ice
BY PETER GUINEY
Dinklage '97 on 5-of-ll shoot-
ing. Lally had a fine all-around
game with four points, six re-
bounds and three steals. Sarah
Martin chipped in of the bench
with six points on 3-of-3 shoot-
ing-
For the Bantams, the game
exposed a weakness—lack of an
experienced outside shooter.
While Earls hitf our three-point-
ers, no other player could hit
consistently from the field. On
the game's final play, this weak-
ness may have cost the Bantams
the game.
"We learned a lot from the
loss," said Lally. "We realize
that people really do need to
step up and shoot more."
The Bantams next game is
at home against Albertus




women's ice hockey team
played its first game ever on
Sunday against the Connecticut
LadyLightinginBolton,CT. The
Bantams won their inaugural
game 3-2 on a goal by Jory
Waldman '97 with 1:35 left in
the game,
Mamie Davidson '96 scored
the first goal in the history of the
program when she took a wrist
shot from the point past the
Lightning's .goaltender. .Her.
goal tied the game at 1-1. "It felt
pretty good to score the goal,
but at the time I wasn't even
sure if it went in, so it didn't
seem that monumental," said
Davidson.
The Lightning took the lead
again as the puck found its way
past freshman netminder
Caroline Olmstead, who was
screened on the shot. Heather
Morgan '96 tied the score at 2-2,
asshebackhanded the puck into
the net from the goal crease.
Waldman assisted on the goal.
Waldman, who had a num-
ber of scoring opportunities
during the game, helped make
history, as she put a wrist shot
into the upper right corner past
the sprawling Lighting goalie.
The goal secured the victory for
the Bantams.
Olmstead, playing in her
first ever game as goalie played
fantasticinherdebut. She made
some very nice saves, including
a nice glove save at the end of
the game, which secured the vic-
tory for the Ba.^S^^mmm^f-^
For many players, the Con-
necticut game was their first ac-
tion since high school. For oth-
ers, it was their first game ever.
"We are all jea|jaing so much
abetJftR'i'f ame and the coaches
have been so supportive," said
Waldman.
The Bantams' remaining
schedule this semester is still
pending. Head coach Chantel
Lacroix is attempting to contact
teams for games.
Trinity Package
219 New Britain Ave
Hartford, Ct. 06106
(203) 547-0263
WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU
From all of us at Trinity Package:
Good luck on your scholastic year.
Large Variety of Imported Beers
Wines & Liquors
Check out our photo contest
We accept the following Credit Cards:






I WOMEN'S BASKETBALL v.
ALBERTUS MAGNUS 7:00
I HOCKEY v. FAIRFIELD 7:30
Friday, November 24th
| Men's Basketball v. ECSU (Harbor
Invitational @ UMass/Boston)
5:30
| Saturday, November 25th
Men's Basketball @ Harbor
Invitational 2:00 or 4:00
Hockey v. Conn College (Spurrier
Tournament @ Wesleyan) 3:30
| Sunday, November 26th
Hockey @ Spurrier Tournament
1:00 or 3:30
I Tuesday, November 28th
I Men's Basketball @ Coast Guard
7:30
I WOMEN'S BASKETBALL v. MT.
HOLYOKE 7:00
I WOMEN'S SQUASH v. TUFTS
5:00
Friday,.December-1st .-, ,—
HOCKEY v. ST. ANSELM 7:00
I Saturday, December 2nd
I Women's Basketball @ Wesleyan
1:00
I Men's Squash @ Tufts 1:00
| Women's Squash v. Vassar & Colby
U Wesleyan Round Robin TBA
I HOCKEY v. NEW ENGLAND 5:00
I Wrestling v. NYU & WNEC @ NYU
1:00
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"You Are What You
Contest
eues§ A Number from I to ICCC
Correct ©uess Wins




Guess at The View
MSB WBBi BB_ SB— "•"* Bwa ran! B ~ 9 wmm
I Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers* Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers
iiiillili
TERRY LONG '97
Long had a hat trick in






South Boston added an
assist in the team's tie
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Newcomers Finish What Wolff, McKelvin Start
Men's Basketball Pounds
Stevens Tech In Opener, 118-64
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Editor
First Troy McKelvin '96 hit
a three-pointer.
Then Keith Wolff '96 fol-
lowed with a jump shot.
Before the spectators had
settled into their seats in Ray
Oosting Gymnasium on Satur-
day night, the men's basketball
team led Stevens Tech 5-0.
It was as if nothing had
changed for Coach Stan
Ogrodnik's Bantams from a year
ago, when his team went 24-5
and reached the NCAA Divi-
sion III Final Four. Wolff and
McKelvin, last year's leading
scorers and this season's co-cap-
tains, were off to an auspicious
start and Trinity was on its way
to a 114-68 win over the Ducks.
Besideswatching Wolff and
McKelvin, Bantam fans also got
a look at the new faces who will
be asked to contribute this sea-
son. Seven freshman saw time
for the Bantams, with six get-
ting on the Scoreboard. Rookie
Kevin Bednar and sophomores
Craig Moody and Jason Webster
joined Wolff and McKelvin in
the starting line-up. AH fifteen
players on Ogrodnik's bench
were able to receive game expe-
rience as Trinity, ranked sev-
enth nationally in the preseason,
• wonitS20£hstraighthomegame.
"The young guys played
well," said McKelvin, "I told
them that they've all been play-
ing basketball since they were
nine, so there's no reason to do
anything different than they've
been doing."
McKelvin might as well
have been talking abouthimself
and Wolff, as both players
picked up where they left off in
March. Wolff scored 25 points
in just 22 minutes, leaving him
just 24 short of 1,000 points for
his Trinity career. McKelvin
added 20 points and eight as-
sists in24 minutes, as both mem-
bers of the pre-season all-
America backcourt were rested
early in the second half with the
game already out of reach.
"The two captains made
sure that we played unselfishly
tonight," said Ogrodnik, who
faced Stevens Tech for the first
time in his fifteen years at the
helm. "In the first game you just
want to win any way you can.
We know we can shoot, but to-
night we also ran well and
played good defense early. It
was very positive."
Indeed, not much went
wrong for the home team.. After
a close first five minutes, the
Bantams, who have not lost in
Oosting since March 5,1994 (in
an EC AC quarterfinal contest
against Plymouth State), broke
David Hava '97 dribbles around
defender this past Saturday.
the game wide open, eventually
jumping out to a 59-33 haltime
advantage. McKelvin had 18
points at the break, on 7-of-10
shooting, while. Wolff, was not
far behind with 14.
The Ducks' poor shooting
(31 percent in the first half), got
worse as the game progressed.
Stevens was able to hit only 10
a Stevens Tech MORGAN RISSEL
of 50 shots in the second stanza.
After five minutes of the second
half, the margin surpassed 40
points and Ogrodnik had seen
enough from his starters.
Webster, making his first colle-
giate start after limited playing
time in his freshman campaign,
had a team-high 11 rebounds
and scored a career-best 21
points in just 22 minutes.
A free throw by Tim Lynch
'98 gave Trinity its 100th point
with just over eight minutes to
play. The only suspense remain-
ing was whether the Bantams
would set a College record for
points in a game. When the
buzzer sounded, they were eight
points shy of the 126 scored by
the 1990-91 squad against
Emerson. Trinity outshot the
Ducks 54-25 percent from the
field (52-18 percent from three-
point range) and 81-54 percent
from the free throw line. The
Bantams evened the overall se-
ries between the schools, who
hadn't faced each other since
1959,3-3.
"We played hard for 40
minutes—everyone did that,"
said Ogrodnik. "We had guys
diving on loose balls all game
long. It was a total team effort."
Added McKelvin, "Like Coach
said in the team meeting, we
don't know how good we canbe
[yet], but we can probably be
pretty good."
Trinity will travel to the
campus of UMass/Boston on
Friday for the Harbor Invita-
tional, a four-team Thanksgiv-
ing tournament whose field also
includes Framingham State and
Eastern Connecticut State, the
Men's Hockey (1-0-1) Starts Strong
Goalies Make 93 Saves;Muse, Long Lead Scorers





The men's ice hockey team
got off to a strong start this sea-
son with two fine performances
this weekend. In its season
opener at Babson on Friday, the
Bantams played the Beavers to a
4-4 tie. Craig Muse '97 scored
two goals, including one that
tied the game, and goaltender
Jeff Blair'99 made 53 saves. The
next night, the Bantams beat
UMass-Boston,7-4,behind three
goals by Terry Long '97.
Against Babson, the Ban-
tams fell behind 2-0 as Beavers
Tom Fields and Matt Burke
scored in the first period. 41
seconds into the second period,
Muse scored his first of two for
the game. Muse took the pass
from freshman Kirk Chisholm,
and put it pas t the Babson goalie.
Babson extended their lead to 4-
1, as they scored two quick goals
about half way through the pe-
riod. The Bantams got back on
track, when Chisholm scored
with 6 minutes left in the second
period. Mike Burns cut the lead
to 4-3 when he scored with 45
seconds left in the second pe-
riod. Billy Hogan '96 and Joe
Roberto '98 assisted on the goal.
The thirdperiod was aback
and forth battle as both teams
had chances to score. In the
final minutes, head coach John
Dunhampulled netminder Blair
to put an extra attacker on the
ice. With 1:15 remaining in the
game, Muse tooka face off to the
right of the Babson net and beat
the goaltender on arebound of
his own shot.
Seconds later, Muse had a
chance to win the game, but did
not convert his shot. The miss
led to a Babson one-on-one break
away, which Blair stopped. In
overtime, Babson scored what
appeared to be a game-winning
goal. Bufthe officials disallowed
the goal, because Babson had a
playerin the goalie's crease. The
game ended in a 4-4 tie.
Blair, starting his first colle-
giate game in goal, finished with
53 saves. His most important
save, a fantastic glove save off a
breakaway, preserved the tie for
the Bantams. "Blair kept us in
the game all night," said Neil
Yonker '97.
Despite the tie, the Bantams
were satisfied with their effort.
"We knew that Babson would
be a tough game for us. We
wanted to start the season off
strong, and we did just that
against Babson", said Muse.
The next day, the Bantams,
still recovering from a tough
game, skated up against a com-
petitive UMass-Boston squad.
The story for this game was
Long, who scored three goals in
his hometown.
Long got the Bantams on
theboard firstwhenheputhome
a rebound halfway through the
period. ChisholmandBrianHall
'98 also tallied goals for the Ban-
tams in the first period. The
Beacons scored t\Vice on Trinity
goaltender JasonPinto '96in the
please turn to page 14
team then plays at Coast Guard
on Novermber 28, and won't
return to Oosting until Decem-
ber 5, when they tip-off agairjs.t ••
Skidmore College, ̂  s*
No Qna^aKes Final
Shot Against Beavers




With 21 seconds left in its
game against Babson this Sat-
urday, the women'sbasketball
team had possession of the ball
trailingby a score of 64-63. The
Bantams needed someone to
step up and take the winning
shot, Last season, alkAmeri-
cart B J. Toolan '95 would have
been that person. But in this'
game, there was no Toolan,
And the Bantams did not get
off a shot.
"We didn't lose the game,
we just didn't take the shot to
winthegame," saidhead coach
Maureen Pine.
The final sequence came
about after the Bantams erased
a 10-point second-half deficit
behind the low-post play of
Carolynn Canty f98. Canty,
who finished with 18 points
and 14 rebounds, repeatedly
Scored on high-percentage
Shots in the lane.
With under a minute to go
In the game, Canty made one of
two free throws to make file
score 60-59 Babson,- After a
Babsonbasket, Canty received
a pass from Colleen McGlynn
'98 and converted a turn-
around jump shot to bring the
please turn to page 14
